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This investigation documents a fleeing and eluding incident which resulted in a Deputy 
Involved Shooting that occurred on November 13, 2020.  
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:05 a.m., Brevard County Sheriff’s 
Office (BCSO) Deputy Ezra Dominguez conducted a self-initiated business patrol of 
America’s Best Value Inn, which is a hotel located at 3220 North Highway 1, Cocoa.  As 
he patrolled the hotel parking lot, Deputy Dominguez observed a vehicle he described in 
his sworn statement as a “silver or gray” in color Volkswagen (radio traffic later confirmed 
Deputy Dominguez verbally described the vehicle as gray in color during the attempted 
traffic stop) with dark tinted windows backed into a parking space with the trunk open in 
front of room 108.  He observed an unidentified black male place an unknown object into 
the trunk.  As Deputy Dominguez approached the immediate area of the vehicle, the 
aforementioned male attempted to conceal himself behind the open trunk.   
 
At approximately 10:10 a.m., Deputy Dominguez concluded his business patrol of the 
hotel and exited the parking lot.  He went to the BP gas station located at 3230 North 
Cocoa Boulevard, Cocoa, to monitor vehicles traveling northbound and southbound on 
North Cocoa Boulevard for possible traffic infractions.  At approximately 10:17 a.m., 
Deputy Dominguez observed the “silver or gray” Volkswagen vehicle bearing Florida 
registration tag NWEG22 leave the hotel parking lot and begin traveling southbound on 
US Highway 1. Deputy Dominguez followed the vehicle southbound and attempted a 
traffic stop relating to window tint violation as they were approaching State Road 528. 
Deputy Dominguez initiated his emergency blue lights and siren, but the driver 
accelerated and fled at a high rate of speed southbound on US Highway 1 through the 
intersection of Michigan Avenue.  
 
At approximately 10:18 a.m., Deputy Dominguez informed the BCSO Communications 
Center, via radio, the aforementioned vehicle was fleeing southbound at a high rate of 
speed and he had terminated the traffic stop attempt.  The BCSO Communications Center 
advised Deputy Dominguez the address of the registered owner of the vehicle that fled 
from him came back to Ivy Drive (1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa) in the city of Cocoa.  Deputy 
Dominguez requested, via the BCSO Communications Center, for an available zone unit 
to respond to 1926 Ivy Drive and attempt to make contact with the registered owner 
(identified as Leon Newsome).  Field Training Officer (FTO) Jafet Santiago-Miranda 
advised over the radio he would be enroute to the area of Ivy Drive. 
 
At approximately 10:19 a.m., Deputy Dominguez returned to the hotel front office in an 
attempt to identify who was driving the vehicle at the time it fled from him. Deputy 
Dominguez was advised room 108 (the room the vehicle was parked in front of when he 
initially observed it) was rented to a Mr. Rene Jones.  Deputy Dominguez viewed Mr. 
Jones’ photograph and confirmed that he was not the driver of the Volkswagen at the time 
he attempted to conduct the traffic stop.  Additionally, Deputy Dominguez reviewed video 
surveillance in an effort to identify the driver of the Volkswagen.  Because of the angle, 

Investigative Overview 
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the video recording did not capture the area where the driver and Volkswagen were 
located; therefore, Deputy Dominguez was not able to identify the driver and did not 
collect the business video recording.   
 
At approximately 10:26 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda advised the BCSO Communications 
Center that he observed a silver Volkswagen Passat travel eastbound on State Road 520 
and that he intended to verify the registration tag.  FTO Santiago-Miranda asked over 
West Precinct radio if the suspect vehicle had tinted windows and Deputy Dominguez 
confirmed it did.  At approximately 10:27 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda verified the 
registration tag did not match the vehicle Deputy Dominguez had attempted to stop; 
therefore, he advised the BCSO Communications Center of his findings and that he was 
back enroute to Ivy Drive.  At approximately 10:30 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda and 
Deputy Carson Hendren (who had also responded to the area of Ivy Drive to assist) met 
at the ABC Liquor Store parking area, located at 1105 Clearlake Road. The business 
parking area is situated on the northwest corner of Clearlake Road and Dixon Boulevard, 
Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.     
 
At approximately 10:30 a.m., , later determined to be the registered 
owner’s (Leon Newsome) , called 911 and reported to the BCSO 
Communications Center that  vehicle was stolen from 1930 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, Florida, 
32922.  Ms. Newsome described her vehicle as a “2015 or 2016 silver Volkswagen 
Passat”, bearing Florida registration tag “NWEG22.”  This information was provided over 
the radio by the BCSO Communications Center to deputies monitoring West OPS radio. 
The information regarding the stolen vehicle, as stated by , was not 
provided to the Cocoa Police Department (CPD) at this time.  Additionally, later 
investigation revealed, at approximately 11:50 a.m., Mr. Leon Newsome, the registered 
owner of the Volkswagen Passat, bearing Florida registration tag NWEG22, approached 
CPD Detective Anthony Colombo, who was standing outside of the deputy involved 
shooting crime scene perimeter, and reported the vehicle stolen. The information Mr. 
Newsome stated to CPD Detective Colombo was not provided to BCSO at this time. 
 
At approximately 10:32 a.m., while still parked in the ABC Liquor Store parking area, FTO 
Santiago-Miranda advised the BCSO Communications Center “they” (referring to himself 
and Deputy Hendren) observed a vehicle matching the description of the vehicle that fled 
from Deputy Dominguez traveling west on Dixon Boulevard from Clearlake Road towards 
the Ivy Drive address area. 
 
FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren both pulled out of the ABC Liquor parking 
area and drove west on Dixon Boulevard with Deputy Hendren in the lead position. Both 
deputies were attempting to locate the vehicle in an attempt to verify if it was the vehicle 
that fled from Deputy Dominguez approximately fourteen (14) minutes prior. The vehicle 
matched the description as provided by Deputy Dominguez and it was traveling in the 
direction of the registered owner’s address (Leon Newsome, 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, 
Brevard County, Florida). Both deputies turned north from Dixon Boulevard onto College 
Avenue still attempting to locate where the vehicle had traveled after entering the 
residential neighborhood. Deputy Hendren turned west onto Exeter Drive while FTO 
Santiago-Miranda continued north on College Avenue until reaching Ivy Drive, at which 
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time, he turned west onto Ivy Drive. Deputy Hendren was successful in locating the 
vehicle as it was traveling on Exeter Drive and was able to position her vehicle behind it.  
 
At approximately 10:32 a.m., as FTO Santiago-Miranda drove west on Ivy Drive, the four-
door gray Volkswagen, followed directly by Deputy Hendren, turned from Exeter Drive 
onto Ivy Drive in front of him (this was later confirmed by reviewing FTO Santiago-
Miranda’s in-car video recording). FTO Santiago-Miranda then followed behind Deputy 
Hendren as all three vehicles came to a complete stop at the intersection of Stetson Drive 
and Ivy Drive.  At 10:33 a.m., Deputy Hendren informed the BCSO Communications 
Center the registration tag attached to the four-door gray Volkswagen they were following 
was bearing Florida registration tag NWEG04.    
  
The Volkswagen then turned south onto Stetson Drive South and immediately turned 
west into the first residential driveway (identified as 1302 Stetson Drive South).  Deputy 
Hendren turned south onto Stetson Drive South, stopped her marked patrol vehicle just 
short of the aforementioned driveway on the west side of the road and immediately exited 
her vehicle. Deputy Hendren did not activate her vehicle’s emergency lights or siren as 
she quickly exited her vehicle and drew her firearm.  As FTO Santiago-Miranda pulled up 
to the east side of Deputy Hendren’s vehicle, the Volkswagen’s reverse lights came on 
and the driver, later identified as Angelo Crooms, immediately backed up into the roadway 
of Stetson Drive South in a position in front of the marked patrol units.  
 
FTO Santiago-Miranda immediately parked his vehicle just short of the driveway, east of 
Deputy Hendren’s vehicle. At 10:33:01 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda initiated his 
emergency lights (which activated his in-car video recording system) and quickly exited 
his vehicle and drew his firearm. The Volkswagen continued in a reverse motion until the 
front of the Volkswagen faced the front of Deputy Hendren’s and FTO Santiago-Miranda’s 
marked patrol units.  Both deputies were wearing agency issued BCSO uniforms with 
affixed agency patches, duty belts and badge stars. 
 
Deputy Hendren repositioned herself to the passenger side of her vehicle. FTO Santiago-
Miranda can be heard on the in-car video instructing the driver five (5) times to stop the 
vehicle as the Volkswagen began to travel forward towards the deputies.  Upon the fifth 
verbal command to stop the vehicle, the Volkswagen stopped.  FTO Santiago-Miranda 
requested “10-33” (a BCSO radio code utilized by deputies during critical or emergency 
incidents, which gives them priority to transmit communications via their radios) over his 
hand held radio and is observed in the in-car recording with his firearm drawn and pointed 
in the direction of the Volkswagen.  The Volkswagen stopped for approximately four (4) 
seconds before the driver reversed again.  At the time of this new movement of the 
Volkswagen, FTO Santiago-Miranda gave loud, verbal commands for the driver to stop 
the vehicle.  The driver (Angelo Crooms) then turned the Volkswagen’s wheels sharply to 
the right and accelerated forward, directly toward FTO Santiago-Miranda’s position.  
 
The in-car video recording depicts FTO Santiago-Miranda positioned to the left of his 
patrol vehicle giving verbal commands before he fires his agency issued handgun toward 
the driver of the suspect vehicle. FTO Santiago-Miranda’s initial gunshots can be seen 
striking the front windshield of the vehicle as it accelerated toward him. FTO Santiago-
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Miranda and the vehicle then go off camera and are no longer visible. A total of ten (10) 
gunshots are heard during a duration of approximately three seconds as the vehicle 
traveled out of view of the video recording. The vehicle ultimately crashed into the 
residence located at 1301 Stetson Drive South with its front wheels still spinning.  FTO 
Santiago-Miranda is heard stating, “Shots fired, shots fired.”  
 
At approximately 10:33 a.m., Lieutenant Linda Moros was at BCSO West Precinct when 
she heard “shots fired” over West Precinct primary radio.  Lieutenant Moros immediately 
exited West Precinct and responded to the area of Stetson Drive and Ivy Drive.   
 
As the vehicle came to a stop, FTO Santiago-Miranda continued giving loud verbal 
commands to the vehicle’s occupants.  While doing so, the front and back doors on the 
passenger side opened and a set of hands were observed extending out from the front 
passenger side window area. FTO Santiago-Miranda advised the BCSO 
Communications Center that there were three occupants in the vehicle. FTO Santiago-
Miranda continued to provide loud verbal commands and directed the front passenger 
(later identified as Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker) out of the vehicle.  Deputy Hendren took 
over verbal commands as FTO Santiago-Miranda moved to the front passenger side of 
his patrol vehicle, southwest of Deputy Hendren. Deputy Hendren instructed Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker to walk back to their positions.  FTO Santiago-Miranda told Deputy 
Hendren “I’ll take it from here” and again assumed providing verbal commands to Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker until Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker reached FTO Santiago-Miranda’s 
position.   FTO Santiago-Miranda then secured Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker in handcuffs and 
placed him in the backseat of his agency assigned vehicle.   
 
It should be noted that after the Volkswagen was moved from its original position by 

BCSO Fleet Maintenance, a purple and gray SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun with a black 

bandana wrapped around its handle was found on the ground directly under the 

passenger side of the vehicle where Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was seated and exited the 

vehicle. The serial number for the firearm was scratched out. A snapchat video recording 

was later obtained by law enforcement that depicted Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker with a 

handgun similar to the unique coloring of the recovered SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun. The 

DNA results obtained from the SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun demonstrated the presence 

of mixture consistent with three donors including at least one male contributor. Jaquan 

Kimbrough-Rucker is included as a possible contributor to the mixed DNA profile.   

Subsequent verbal commands given in an attempt to get the remaining occupants to 
respond were unsuccessful.  At approximately 10:37 a.m., Deputy Dominguez arrived on 
scene.  At approximately 10:38 a.m., Deputy Christina Jenkins arrived on scene and 
assisted with providing cover while Deputy Hendren and Deputy Dominguez approached 
the vehicle with FTO Santiago-Miranda’s agency issued ballistic shield.  Deputy 
Dominguez addressed the unresponsive driver (Crooms) as Deputy Hendren began 
clearing the rest of the vehicle.  Deputy Dominguez observed Crooms to be unresponsive, 
with a gunshot wound to the head area.  Deputy Dominguez removed Crooms from the 
vehicle and immediately began administering Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) to 
him.   
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Deputy Hendren observed that the rear seat was occupied by a male passenger (later 
identified as Sincere Pierce).  Pierce appeared to have attempted to exit the vehicle from 
the rear passenger side and was unresponsive (lying face down on the ground with his 
feet resting on the bottom of the open door frame).  Simultaneously, FTO Santiago-
Miranda arrived at Deputy Hendren’s location with an Automated External Defibrillator 
(AED) and they both rolled Pierce onto his back.  FTO Santiago-Miranda checked Pierce 
for a pulse but was unable to locate one; therefore, he immediately began CPR.  Deputy 
Hendren placed the AED pads on Pierce’s body.  While applying the AED pads, Deputy 
Hendren observed a hard “bulge” (resembling a firearm) within the waistline of Pierce’s 
pants. Deputy Hendren left the suspected firearm in its place and informed Cocoa Police  
Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin upon his arrival at approximately 10:41 a.m. 
FTO Santiago-Miranda continued chest compressions until relieved by Cocoa Police 
Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin and CPD Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara. 
 
The suspected firearm observed by Deputy Hendren in Pierce’s waistband area was later 
identified as a Walther PK380, .380 caliber handgun, serial number WB085799.  Cocoa 
Police Officer FTO Hernandez-Martin and Cocoa Police Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara 
later stated they cut Pierce’s pants so that CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin could retrieve the 
handgun.  The black semi-automatic handgun, with a light attached, was retrieved from 
the inside of Pierce’s underwear on the right side.  CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin rendered 
the firearm safe by removing the magazine from the magazine well and clearing the 
chamber of the live round.  FTO Hernandez-Martin then transferred the custody of the 
firearm to BCSO Sergeant Carl Sangeleer, who later transferred custody to BCSO CSI 
Conrad Schneider.   
 
At approximately 10:45 a.m., Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) arrived on scene and assumed 
lifesaving measures on both Crooms and Pierce.  Brevard County Fire Rescue (BCFR) 
#46 arrived on scene at approximately 10:46 a.m. and assisted CFR with providing 
medical care to Crooms.  BCFR Rescue #45 arrived on scene at approximately 10:56 
a.m. and assisted CFR with providing medical care to Sincere Pierce.   
 
Lieutenant Moros arrived on scene at approximately 10:47 a.m. and parked her assigned 
marked patrol vehicle (unit #91862) on Ivy Drive at the intersection of Exeter Drive.  Upon 
her approach to 1301 Stetson Drive South, Lieutenant Moros observed CFR and BCFR 
rendering lifesaving aid to two males, one located on the driver side (Angelo Crooms) and 
one on the passenger side (Sincere Pierce) of the vehicle.  
 
Lieutenant Moros then made contact with the resident located at 1301 Stetson Drive 
South (the house that was struck by the vehicle), Ms. Sandra Dix, who advised she was 
inside with her grandchildren, 13-year-old Amani and 5-year-old Kayliana. Ms. Dix 
advised Lieutenant Moros that her grandchildren were doing their on-line schooling in the 
front living room when they heard gunshots.  Within seconds, she said the vehicle hit her 
house just under the front window in the living room where Amani was seated doing 
school work on his computer.  At that time, Ms. Dix walked Lieutenant Moros into the 
living room and showed her the damage to her wall.  Lieutenant Moros observed several 
rows of concrete block had been damaged by the vehicle striking the exterior of the 
residence.  Ms. Dix advised no one was injured.  Ms. Dix further advised once she heard 
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the shots, she and the grandchildren crawled to the back of the house and she called her 
cousin Toni Guilford. 
 
At approximately 11:03 a.m., BCFR Rescue #46 departed the scene and transported 
Crooms to , 

, with the assistance of CFR.  At approximately 11:13 a.m., BCFR Rescue #45 
departed the scene and transported Pierce to  with the assistance of CFR.  
 
Crooms was treated in Acute Resuscitation (AR) Room 18 and Pierce was treated in AR 
Room 19.   At approximately 11:36 a.m., Pierce was pronounced deceased by  
Emergency Room Doctor P. Benerjee.  Crooms was transported by helicopter to  

, Brevard County, 
Florida, where he was treated in AR Room 4 of the Emergency Department and ultimately 
pronounced deceased by Emergency Room Doctor A. Moore at 2:22 p.m.   
 
The Florida Department of Law Enforcement Resident Agent in Charge Jason Kriegsman 
was notified by BCSO Chief Deputy Douglas Waller who requested FDLE to respond and 
conduct an investigation into the Deputy Involved Shooting involving BCSO FTO Jafet 
Santiago-Miranda. Chief Deputy Waller additionally contacted CPD Chief of Police 
Michael Cantaloupe to determine if CPD would conduct the death investigation. Chief 
Cantaloupe declined and deferred the death investigation to FDLE due to lack of available 
resources. The FDLE investigation would focus on the Aggravated Assault with a Motor 
Vehicle and the use of deadly force by BCSO FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda, with the 
BCSO Homicide Unit conducting the investigation of all actions up to the Aggravated 
Assault with a Motor Vehicle and the use of deadly force by BCSO FTO Jafet Santiago-
Miranda. FDLE requested to utilize the BCSO Crime Scene Unit for crime scene 
processing, evidentiary collection and additionally requested BCSO agents to assist in 
the investigative process.      
 
 
 
 

FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda 
 

FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda was interviewed by Florida Department of Law Enforcement 
(FDLE) Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) 
Special Agent Ryan Bliss.  Brevard County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) personnel were not 
present for the interview, nor provided a copy of the interview prior to the completion of 
this investigative report.  
  
FTO Santiago-Miranda has been employed by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
(BCSO) since February 27, 2017, and is currently assigned to Patrol Services in West 
Precinct with the classified rank of Deputy Sheriff and was assigned as a Field Training 
Officer on November 16, 2019.   
 
On November 13, 2020,  FTO Santiago-Miranda worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of 
the hours between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m. FTO Santiago-Miranda wore his agency-

Interviews 
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issued Class B uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, his star badge and his issued duty 
belt, which included his agency-issued firearm.  FTO Santiago-Miranda drove a marked 
BCSO 2018 Ford Explorer (Unit #91727) outfitted with emergency blue lights and a 
WatchGuard In-Car Camera video/audio recording system, County ID# 2511373.  
 
At approximately 11:15 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda was released from the scene by 
Sergeant Carl Sangeleer and was transported to the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
Criminal Investigative Services building by CPD Detective Christopher Hattaway (ID# 15).  
 

Deputy Carson Hendren 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 2:25 p.m., BCSO Agent Don Reynolds 
and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agents Bradley Lewis and 
Christopher Deardoff conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Deputy 
Carson Hendren (ID #4357).  Attorney Marty White and Police Benevolent Association 
Staff Representative Al Boettjer were also present for the interview.  The interview took 
place at the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services building 
located at 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Deputy Hendren stated the following, in substance:   
 
Deputy Hendren has been employed by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office since March 
19, 2018, and is currently assigned to Patrol Services, West Precinct, with the classified 
rank of Deputy Sheriff.   
 
On November 13, 2020, Deputy Hendren worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of the 
hours between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.  Deputy Hendren wore her agency-issued Class 
B uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, her star badge and her issued duty belt, which 
included her agency-issued firearm.  Deputy Hendren drove a marked BCSO 2016 Ford 
Interceptor (Unit #2621) outfitted with emergency blue lights and Digital Ally In-Car 
video/audio recording system, County ID# 2511230.   
 
While on a separate and unrelated call for service, Deputy Hendren heard radio 
transmissions from her zone partner (Deputy Ezra Dominguez) attempting to conduct a 
traffic stop on a four-door, gray in color Volkswagen, which ultimately fled from him 
southbound on Highway US 1 near Michigan Avenue, Cocoa.  After she cleared her call 
for service, Deputy Hendren contacted FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda and requested to 
meet with him in efforts to obtain additional information regarding the gray Volkswagen 
that fled from Deputy Dominguez.  The two of them agreed to meet at the ABC Liquor 
Store, located at 1105 Clearlake Road, Cocoa.     
 
While on her way to meet FTO Santiago-Miranda, Deputy Hendren heard the BCSO 
Communications Center advise over the West Ops radio channel that the daughter (later 
identified as Kiara Newsome) of the registered owner (Mr. Leon Newsome) of the 
Volkswagen that fled from Deputy Dominguez wanted to meet on Ivy Drive in Cocoa to 
report the vehicle stolen.   
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While in the parking area of the ABC Liquor Store with FTO Santiago-Miranda, Deputy 
Hendren observed a gray, four door Volkswagen pass their location traveling west on 
Dixon Boulevard towards the area of the registered owner’s address (Mr. Leon 
Newsome).  Deputy Hendren exited the ABC Liquor Store parking area and FTO 
Santiago-Miranda exited the parking area to follow.  As they exited the parking area, the 
gray Volkswagen accelerated its speed and Deputy Hendren lost sight of the vehicle. 
Both Deputy Hendren and FTO Santiago-Miranda traveled west on Dixon Boulevard in 
an effort to catch up to the vehicle to verify if the vehicle was the same vehicle that had 
fled from Deputy Dominguez approximately fourteen (14) minutes earlier.  Deputy 
Hendren turned onto a street (later identified as Exeter Street) off of College Avenue and 
located what she believed to be the suspect vehicle near the end of the street.  The gray 
Volkswagen then traveled west on Ivy Drive to the intersection of Stetson Drive South 
and Ivy Drive.  The driver of the Volkswagen then turned south onto Stetson Drive South 
and into the first driveway on the west side of the street.  
 
Deputy Hendren turned onto Stetson Drive South and stopped her vehicle in the roadway, 
just short of the driveway.  She observed the gray Volkswagen’s reverse lights to be on, 
and observed the vehicle immediately back out of the driveway into the roadway until it 
faced Deputy Hendren’s vehicle.  Deputy Hendren exited her vehicle and observed FTO 
Santiago-Miranda arrive at the intersection and exit his vehicle (which had its emergency 
lights on).    
 
She recalled taking an initial position at the rear of her vehicle for cover, un-holstered her 
agency-issued firearm, immediately identified herself as a Brevard County Deputy Sheriff 
and proceeded to give multiple verbal commands to the vehicle’s driver to “Stop.” Deputy 
Hendren advised that her marked patrol vehicle was positioned in the roadway just west 
of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s, which were both facing the gray Volkswagen’s position.   
 
Deputy Hendren stated the driver of the vehicle (later identified as Angelo Crooms) initially 
stopped briefly, then backed up slightly and turned the wheels, which placed the front of 
the Volkswagen facing FTO Santiago-Miranda’s position.  Deputy Hendren identified FTO 
Santiago-Miranda’s position as approximately four feet to the east of his patrol vehicle 
and approximately eight feet north (in front) of the Volkswagen.  Deputy Hendren heard 
the vehicle’s engine revving and then observed the vehicle accelerate forward towards 
FTO Santiago-Miranda.  Deputy Hendren stated that the driver (Angelo Crooms) intended 
to hit FTO Santiago-Miranda with the Volkswagen. As Crooms accelerated toward FTO 
Santiago-Miranda, Deputy Hendren believed FTO Santiago-Miranda’s life was in 
imminent danger.  Deputy Hendren then maneuvered her position to the front passenger 
side of her vehicle.     
 
At that time, she heard multiple gunshots, which she attributed to FTO Santiago-Miranda 
firing his duty weapon.  She specifically observed the front windshield fracture.  As the 
gunshots continued, the vehicle turned and struck the residence on the east side of 
Stetson Drive South (later determined to be 1301 Stetson Drive South).  Deputy Hendren 
then repositioned herself to the front passenger side of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle. 
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Immediately following, Deputy Hendren heard FTO Santiago-Miranda give verbal 
commands to the vehicle’s occupants to exit, whereupon the front and back doors on the 
passenger side opened.  At that time, Deputy Hendren observed hands extended out of 
the front passenger window.  FTO Santiago-Miranda continued to give verbal commands 
and directed the front passenger (later identified as Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker) to exit 
the vehicle.  Deputy Hendren took over verbal commands as FTO Santiago-Miranda 
moved to the front passenger side of his patrol vehicle, southwest of Deputy Hendren.  
Deputy Hendren instructed Kimbrough-Rucker to move to their positions, where FTO 
Santiago-Miranda handcuffed him and placed him in the back of his agency assigned 
vehicle.   
 
After a review of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s in-car video recording, it was determined that 
Deputy Hendren provided verbal commands directing Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to walk 
back to their positions until FTO Santiago-Miranda told Deputy Hendren, “I’ll take it from 
here.” FTO Santiago-Miranda then assumed giving verbal commands to Mr. Kimbrough-
Rucker until Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker reached FTO Santiago-Miranda’s position. FTO 
Santiago-Miranda then secured Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker in handcuffs and placed him in 
the backseat of his agency assigned vehicle.    
 
Deputy Hendren then moved to the rear of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle to obtain a 
better view of the driver’s side of the gray Volkswagen.  Subsequent verbal commands 
given by FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren to get the remaining occupants to 
respond were unsuccessful.  Deputy Dominguez was observed to arrive on scene at 
approximately 10:37 a.m., and with the assistance of Deputy Hendren, approached the 
vehicle with FTO Santiago-Miranda’s agency issued ballistic shield (the shield was 
obtained from FTO Santiago-Miranda’s agency assigned vehicle by Deputy Dominguez).  
Deputy Dominguez addressed the unresponsive driver (Angelo Crooms) as Deputy 
Hendren cleared the rest of the Volkswagen.     
  
Deputy Hendren observed that the rear seat was occupied by a male passenger (later 
identified as Sincere Pierce).  Pierce appeared to have attempted to exit the vehicle from 
the rear passenger side and was observed unresponsive (lying face down on the ground 
with his feet resting on the bottom of the open door frame). Simultaneously, FTO 
Santiago-Miranda arrived at her location with an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) 
and they both rolled Pierce onto his back.  FTO Santiago-Miranda checked Sincere Pierce 
for a pulse and immediately began administering Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 
lifesaving efforts. Deputy Hendren instructed FTO Santiago-Miranda to briefly stop 
compressions while she moved Pierce’s shirt up and placed the AED pads on him.  While 
doing so, she noted a hard “bulge,” resembling a firearm, within the waistline of Pierce’s 
pants.  Deputy Hendren left the suspected firearm in its place and informed Cocoa Police 
Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin upon his arrival at approximately 10:41 a.m., as 
she continued lifesaving efforts. FTO Santiago-Miranda immediately resumed 
administering chest compressions again until relieved by Cocoa Police Department 
Officers (Cocoa Police Officers FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin and Officer Trainee Kyle 
McNamara) who arrived on scene and assisted in the lifesaving measures. 
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The object detected by Deputy Hendren and believed by her to be a firearm in Sincere 
Pierce’s waistline, was later identified as a Walther PK380, .380 caliber handgun, serial 
number WB085799.  
 
At approximately 11:15 a.m., Deputy Hendren was released from the crime scene by 
Sergeant Carl Sangeleer and was transported to the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
Criminal Investigative Services building by BCSO Deputy Christina Jenkins (ID# 3922).  
 
This concluded Deputy Hendren’s statement. Deputy Hendren’s audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Deputy Ezra Dominguez 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 4:30 p.m., Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement (FDLE) Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Deputy Ezra Dominguez (ID 
#2226) at the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive East, Cocoa, Brevard County, 
Florida.   
 
Deputy Dominguez stated the following, in substance: 
 
Deputy Dominguez has been employed by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) 
since August 11, 2018, and is currently assigned to Patrol Services in West Precinct with 
the classified rank of Deputy Sheriff.   
 
On November 13, 2020, Deputy Dominguez worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of the 
hours between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m. Deputy Dominguez wore his agency-issued Class 
B uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, his star badge and his issued duty belt, which 
included his agency-issued firearm. Deputy Dominguez drove his assigned marked 
BCSO 2012 Dodge Charger (Unit #2442) outfitted with emergency blue lights.  
 
The video recording from the Digital Ally in-car camera system, County ID# 2511070, 
assigned to Deputy Ezra Dominguez’s agency assigned marked BCSO 2012 Dodge 
Charger (Unit #2442) was initiated on November 13, 2020 at approximately 10:17 a.m.   
  
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:05 a.m., Deputy Ezra Dominguez 
conducted a business patrol of America’s Best Value Inn, which is a hotel located at 3220 
North Highway 1, Cocoa.  As he patrolled the hotel, Deputy Dominguez observed a 
vehicle, which he described as a “silver or gray” in color (radio traffic confirmed Deputy 
Dominguez identified the vehicle as gray in color during the traffic stop) Volkswagen with 
dark tinted windows backed into a parking space with the trunk open, in front of room 108.  
He observed an unidentified black male place an unknown object into the trunk. As 
Deputy Dominguez approached the immediate area of the vehicle, the male attempted to 
conceal himself behind the open trunk.   
 
At approximately 10:10 a.m., Deputy Dominguez concluded his business patrol of the 
hotel and exited the parking lot.  He went to the BP gas station, located at 3230 North 
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Cocoa Boulevard, Cocoa, and began to monitor vehicles traveling northbound and 
southbound on North Cocoa Boulevard for traffic infractions.  At approximately 10:17 
a.m., Deputy Dominguez observed the aforementioned Volkswagen, bearing Florida 
registration tag NWEG22 leave the hotel parking lot and begin traveling southbound on 
US Highway 1.   
 
Deputy Dominguez followed the vehicle southbound and attempted a traffic stop for a 
window tint violation as they were approaching State Road 528. Deputy Dominguez 
initiated his emergency blue lights and siren, but the driver immediately accelerated and 
fled at a high rate of speed southbound on US Highway 1 through the intersection of 
Michigan Avenue. 
 
Deputy Dominguez turned his emergency lights and siren off and terminated the 
attempted traffic stop.   
 
Deputy Dominguez was advised by the BCSO Communications Center that the vehicle 
that fled was registered to an address on Ivy Drive (1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa) in the city of 
Cocoa.  Deputy Dominguez requested, via the BCSO Communications Center, that an 
available zone unit respond to Ivy Drive and attempt to make contact with the registered 
owner, identified as Mr. Leon Newsome. At approximately 10:19 a.m., Deputy Dominguez 
returned to the hotel front office in an attempt to identify the vehicle driver. Deputy 
Dominguez reviewed the business video surveillance recording in an effort to identify the 
driver of the Volkswagen.  The angle of the cameras did not capture the area where the 
driver and Volkswagen were located; therefore, Deputy Dominguez was not able to 
identify the driver and did not collect the Business video recording. While in the front office 
of the hotel reviewing the recording, Deputy Dominguez heard over his hand held radio, 
“shots fired” (approximately 10:34 a.m.) and immediately left the hotel and responded to 
the area of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South.   
 
Upon his arrival at approximately 10:37 a.m., Deputy Dominguez parked his vehicle just 
east of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South.  He observed FTO Jafet 
Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Carson Hendren standing in the roadway just south of the 
intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, with their firearms drawn and pointed 
in the direction of a gray Volkswagen vehicle with dark window tint.  It appeared the 
vehicle had crashed into a residence (later determined to be 1301 Stetson Drive South) 
at the southeast corner of the intersection.  Deputy Dominguez stated the tint was too 
dark for him to see occupants within the vehicle.   Deputy Dominguez stated it appeared 
that all of the vehicle doors were closed, except the rear passenger side door.  
 
Deputy Dominguez retrieved an agency-issued ballistic shield from FTO Santiago-
Miranda’s vehicle and approached the driver’s side of the Volkswagen with Deputy 
Hendren.  Deputy Dominguez instructed the driver (later identified as Angelo Crooms) to 
place his hands where he could see them, but the driver did not respond.  Deputy 
Dominguez dropped the shield and opened the driver’s door, at which time he observed 
Angelo Crooms to be unresponsive, with labored breathing.  He removed Crooms from 
the vehicle and provided lifesaving measures to him.  Simultaneously, FTO Santiago-
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Miranda provided lifesaving measures to a passenger of the vehicle, later identified as 
Sincere Pierce, on the ground next to the passenger side rear door of the vehicle.    
 
Deputy Dominguez was not aware of a third passenger (who was later identified as 
Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) being removed from the vehicle prior to his arrival on 
scene. Deputy Dominguez stated he later learned of Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker’s 
involvement when Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was transported to BCSO Criminal 
Investigative Services, Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
This concluded Deputy Dominguez’s statements. Deputy Dominguez’s audio-recorded 
statements are included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Reserve Deputy Paul Ring 
 

On Thursday, November 19, 2020, at approximately 3:44 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with BCSO Reserve Deputy Paul 
Ring (ID #0074) at Eastern Florida State College, 3865 N. Wickham Road, Melbourne, 
Brevard County, Florida.   
 
Reserve Deputy Ring stated the following, in substance: 
 
Reserve Deputy Ring has been employed by the BCSO as a Reserve Deputy since May 
28, 2016, with the classified rank of Deputy Sheriff.  Reserve Deputy Ring was previously 
employed with the BCSO as a Deputy Sheriff from February 25, 1986, through May 27, 
2016, at which time he retired with the rank of Commander. On November 13, 2020, 
Reserve Deputy Ring was volunteering in the capacity of a patrol deputy and assisted 
West Precinct Bravo shift with calls for service.  Reserve Deputy Ring wore his agency-
issued Class B uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, his star badge and his agency-
issued duty belt, which included his agency-issued firearm.  Reserve Deputy Ring drove 
a marked BCSO 2009 Chevrolet Impala (Unit #2191) outfitted with emergency blue lights. 
It should be noted, Reserve Deputy Ring’s vehicle is not equipped with an in-car video 
recording system. 
 
On November 13, 2020, at 10:34 a.m., Reserve Deputy Ring was in the area of Clearlake 
Road and Mantes Drive, Cocoa, assisting a disabled vehicle when he heard “shots fired” 
(approximately 10:34 a.m.) at Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive over the radio.  Reserve Deputy 
Ring immediately responded to the area of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive to provide 
assistance.  Reserve Deputy Ring arrived on scene at approximately 10:36 a.m. and was 
directed to assist with crowd control on Ivy Drive by a male deputy (later identified as 
Deputy Ezra Dominguez).  Reserve Deputy Ring observed Deputy Dominguez retrieve a 
shield and approach a grey Volkswagen with Deputy Hendren. Reserve Deputy Ring 
observed Deputy Dominguez remove the driver from the vehicle and he offered Deputy 
Dominguez his assistance.  Deputy Dominguez requested Reserve Deputy Ring to 
continue to maintain the security of the crime scene.   
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When Sergeant Carl Sangeleer arrived on scene, Reserve Deputy Ring was directed to 
transport the third occupant of the gray Volkswagen, identified as Jaquan Marice 
Kimbrough-Rucker, to BCSO Criminal Investigative Services, located 340 Gus Hipp 
Boulevard, Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
At 11:47 a.m., Reserve Deputy Ring transported Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to BCSO CIS in 
his agency issued marked patrol vehicle.  
 
During the transport, Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker requested Reserve Deputy Ring to roll down 
the windows because he was hot and Reserve Deputy Ring complied with the request.  
After observing Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to be slouched in the seat and out of his view, 
Reserve Deputy Ring requested him to sit up, and Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker complied.  
Reserve Deputy Ring and Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker did not exchange any further 
conversation during the transport.  
 
Upon arrival to the BCSO CIS facility at 12:06 p.m., Reserve Deputy Ring stood by as Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker completed an interview with BCSO and FDLE Agents (identified as 
BCSO Agent Don Reynolds and FDLE Special Agent Bradley Lewis). Also, while at the 
BCSO CIS, Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was documented with photographs and buccal swabs 
by BCSO Crime Scene Investigator Phillip Miranda (ID #1306).  Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker 
requested to know if he was being detained or arrested; therefore, Reserve Deputy Ring 
spoke with Agent Reynolds, who advised that Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was free to leave.  
Reserve Deputy Ring transported Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to his residence located at 1118 
Peachtree Street, Cocoa.  During the transport, there was no conversation other than Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker providing his address to Reserve Deputy Ring.    
 
This concluded Reserve Deputy Ring’s statement. Reserve Deputy Ring’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Police Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:48 p.m., Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Police Department 
(CPD) Field Training Officer (FTO) Luis Hernandez-Martin (ID #27). The interview took 
place inside of Special Agent Gundrum’s assigned vehicle, which was parked on Exeter 
Drive, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. 
 
FTO Hernandez-Martin stated the following, in substance: 
 
FTO Hernandez-Martin has been employed by CPD for approximately four and a half 
years and is currently assigned to Patrol Services with the rank of Police Officer and an 
assignment as a Field Training Officer. 
 
On November 13, 2020, FTO Hernandez-Martin worked Delta Shift, which consisted of 
the hours between 6:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. FTO Hernandez-Martin wore his department-
issued Class B uniform, marked with CPD insignia, his badge, his department-issued duty 
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belt, to include firearm and his department issued body camera.  FTO Hernandez-Martin 
was in his assigned marked CPD Impala (Unit #92) outfitted with emergency blue lights, 
which was driven by CPD Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara (ID #12).   
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:38 a.m., CPD Communications Center 
advised their patrol units over the radio that the Sheriff’s Office had an officer involved 
shooting in the area of Ivy Drive and College Avenue in the city of Cocoa. CPD FTO 
Hernandez-Martin and Officer Trainee McNamara immediately responded to the area to 
provide assistance.   
 
Upon his arrival at approximately 10:41 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin observed a gray in 
color vehicle (later identified as a Volkswagen) crashed into a residence on Stetson Drive 
South, with Brevard County Sheriff’s Office vehicles present. FTO Hernandez-Martin 
removed a backpack from his trunk that contained issued first aid equipment and Officer 
Trainee McNamara removed FTO Hernandez-Martin’s rifle from the trunk. They 
approached the scene and observed a deputy, (later identified as Deputy Ezra 
Dominguez), standing next to the front driver’s side door of the gray vehicle. Another 
deputy (later identified as Reserve Deputy Paul Ring) was standing at the rear of the gray 
vehicle and a deputy (later identified as FTO Santiago-Miranda) was standing next to a 
male (later identified as Sincere Pierce) on the ground on the passenger side of the 
vehicle.    
 
Upon approaching the aforementioned vehicle, FTO Hernandez-Martin observed a black 
male (later identified as Angelo Crooms) slumped over in the driver’s seat of the vehicle.  
Additionally, he observed a black male (later identified as Sincere Pierce) lying on the 
ground next to the passenger side rear of the vehicle with AED pads attached to his 
person and a wound located near his right clavicle.  FTO Hernandez-Martin directed 
Officer Trainee McNamara to maintain crowd control and asked the female deputy he 
knows as “Carson” (later identified as Deputy Carson Hendren) if she was involved in the 
incident.  Deputy Hendren advised she was involved; therefore, FTO Hernandez-Martin 
stated he asked her to step away from the immediate scene.       
 
FTO Hernandez-Martin then administered chest compressions to Sincere Pierce until 
Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) arrived and assumed lifesaving measures.  FTO Hernandez-
Martin stated Deputy Dominguez removed the driver (later identified as Angelo Crooms) 
from the vehicle and initiated lifesaving measures to him.    
     
FTO Hernandez-Martin stated Deputy Carson (Hendren) informed him that Pierce had a 
firearm in his pants.  Once CFR arrived and began providing lifesaving measures, FTO 
Hernandez-Martin and Officer Trainee McNamara cut Sincere Pierce’s pants so that FTO 
Hernandez-Martin could retrieve the firearm, which he described as a black semi-
automatic handgun with a light attached.  The firearm was retrieved from the inside of the 
Sincere Pierce’s underwear on the right side. FTO Hernandez-Martin rendered the 
firearm safe by removing the magazine from the magazine well and clearing the chamber 
of a single round of ammunition. FTO Hernandez-Martin stated he transferred custody of 
the firearm, magazine and ammunition to a BCSO Sergeant (later identified as Sergeant 
Carl Sangeleer).    
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All of FTO Hernandez-Martin’s involvement was captured on his body camera recording, 
which is included as an enclosure to this report.  
 
This concluded FTO Hernandez-Martin’s statement.  FTO Hernandez-Martin’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Police Department Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:25 p.m., Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Police Department 
(CPD) Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara (ID #12).  The interview took place inside of 
Special Agent Gundrum’s department issued vehicle, which was parked on Exeter Drive, 
Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. 
 
Officer Trainee McNamara stated the following, in substance: 
 
Officer Trainee McNamara has been employed by Cocoa Police Department (CPD) since 
October 26, 2020, and is currently assigned to Patrol Services as an Officer Trainee in 
the first phase of CPD’s field training and evaluation program. Officer Trainee McNamara 
was assigned to CPD FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin during his first phase of training.  
 
On November 13, 2020, Officer Trainee McNamara worked Delta Shift, which consisted 
of the hours between 6:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. CPD Officer Trainee McNamara wore his 
department issued Class B uniform, marked with CPD insignia, his badge, his 
department-issued duty belt, to include his issued firearm and his department issued body 
camera. Officer Trainee McNamara drove FTO Hernandez-Martin’s assigned marked 
CPD Impala (Unit #92) outfitted with emergency blue lights. 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:38 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara heard 
CPD Communications Center dispatch over the radio that a deputy was involved in a 
shooting.  FTO Hernandez-Martin instructed Officer Trainee McNamara to respond to Ivy 
Drive in emergency mode with the vehicle lights and sirens activated.  
 
Upon his arrival at approximately 10:41 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara retrieved FTO 
Hernandez-Martin’s rifle from the trunk while FTO Hernandez-Martin retrieved a backpack 
containing issued first aid items and ran to the scene. FTO Hernandez-Martin immediately 
initiated lifesaving measures on a black male (later identified as Sincere Pierce), who was 
on the ground next to the passenger side rear of the gray Volkswagen. Automated 
External Defibrillator (AED) pads had already been attached to the male’s (Sincere 
Pierce’s) person.  Officer Trainee McNamara also observed a male (later identified as 
Angelo Crooms) lying on the ground next to the driver’s side front of the vehicle where a 
deputy (Deputy Ezra Dominguez) was administering lifesaving measures to him.  Neither 
male (Sincere Pierce nor Angelo Crooms) appeared conscious.     
 
FTO Hernandez-Martin directed Officer Trainee McNamara to check on the status of the 
deputies that were involved, which he did.  After Deputy Hendren advised they were both 
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okay, Officer Trainee McNamara assisted with crowd control and crime scene security.  
When relieved by CPD Officer Chris Zuniga, Officer Trainee McNamara secured CPD 
FTO Hernandez-Martin’s rifle in the trunk of CPD Officer Zuniga’s patrol vehicle (unit #93), 
due to it being closer than FTO Hernandez-Martin’s patrol vehicle. Officer Trainee 
McNamara then returned to CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin and assisted with cutting 
Sincere Pierce’s pants to retrieve a firearm that had been previously detected.  Officer 
Trainee McNamara stated the firearm appeared to be a Walther 9mm with a light on it.  
After FTO Hernandez-Martin removed the firearm from the right side of Pierce’s 
underwear and rendered it safe, Officer Trainee McNamara returned to assist with crowd 
control and crime scene security.         
 
While on scene, Officer Trainee McNamara heard and saw a woman (later identified as 
Cynthia Green) state, “they shot my baby, he was doing nothing,” as she stood across 
the street from the crime scene.   
 
All of Officer Trainee McNamara’s involvement was captured on his body camera, which 
is included as an enclosure to this report.  
 
This concluded Officer Trainee McNamara’s statement. Officer Trainee McNamara’s 
audio-recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report.  
 

Sergeant Carl Sangeleer 
  
On Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at approximately 9:07 a.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Sergeant Carl Sangeleer (ID 
#0630) at the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office West Precinct, 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson 
Way, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
Sergeant Sangeleer stated the following, in substance: 
 
Sergeant Sangeleer has been employed by the BCSO since April 19, 2004, and is 
currently assigned to Patrol Services in West Precinct with the classified rank of Sergeant.   
 
On November 13, 2020, Sergeant Sangeleer worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of the 
hours between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m. Sergeant Sangeleer wore his agency-issued 
Class B uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, his star badge and his agency issued duty 
belt, which included his agency-issued firearm. Sergeant Sangeleer drove a marked 
BCSO 2018 Ford Explorer (Unit #91711) outfitted with emergency blue lights.  Sergeant 
Sangeleer was assigned to this Bravo Shift as the supervisory sergeant. 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:15 a.m., Sergeant Sangeleer was in his 
office located at BCSO West Precinct, 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, when he heard 
Deputy Ezra Dominguez initiate a traffic stop on a vehicle in the area of State Road 528 
and Highway US 1, Cocoa.  The vehicle fled from Deputy Dominguez and he terminated 
his attempt at stopping the vehicle. Deputy Dominguez was able to obtain the license 
plate number attached to the vehicle prior to it fleeing.  The vehicle was registered to an 
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address on Ivy Drive in the city of Cocoa.  Deputy Dominguez requested an available 
deputy respond to 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, to ascertain if the vehicle was possibly an 
unreported stolen vehicle.  
 
Sergeant Sangeleer then briefly spoke with Deputy Dominguez by cellular telephone 
(Sergeant Sangeleer , Deputy Dominguez ) to confirm the 
termination of the traffic stop and the need to document the in-car video recording of the 
vehicle interaction for a vehicle apprehension review, as well as an incident report.  
Deputy Dominguez documented this incident in his primary case report for this case.  His 
in-car video recording of this incident is attached as an enclosure. 
 
Approximately fifteen (15) minutes later (approximately 10:34 a.m.), Sergeant Sangeleer 
heard, “Shots fired” dispatched over the radio.  He explained, due to poor radio reception 
inside of West Precinct, he did not hear any preceding radio traffic prior to “shots fired.”  
Sergeant Sangeleer immediately left West Precinct and drove his agency assigned 
vehicle to the incident scene.  While enroute, he utilized the radio to ascertain the exact 
location of the incident. Additionally, Sergeant Sangeleer confirmed that no BCSO 
deputies were injured.  
 
Upon his arrival to the scene at approximately 10:44 a.m., Sergeant Sangeleer observed 
two individuals (later determined to be Sincere Pierce or Angelo Crooms) on the ground 
who were being administered lifesaving measures by Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) 
personnel.  Sergeant Sangeleer also observed a Cocoa Police Department (CPD) Officer 
(later identified as FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin) aiding in lifesaving efforts on the male 
(Sincere Pierce) lying on the ground next to the rear passenger side of the vehicle.   
 
Sergeant Sangeleer was directed to Deputy Hendren’s vehicle by CPD FTO Hernandez-
Martin who informed him that was where Deputy Carson Hendren and FTO Jafet 
Santiago-Miranda were located. Sergeant Sangeleer stated he again confirmed neither 
were injured and asked for a brief synopsis of what occurred to determine if there were 
any outstanding suspects or victims and the size of the crime scene to be established.  
Sergeant Sangeleer was informed that a third subject, (who was later identified as Jaquan 
Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) was detained in the backseat of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s 
agency assigned patrol vehicle.  FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren informed 
him that the driver of the suspect vehicle, (who was later identified as Angelo Crooms) 
pulled into a driveway, backed out and then accelerated towards FTO Santiago-Miranda.  
Sergeant Sangeleer was told by FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren that FTO 
Santiago-Miranda was the only deputy to have fired a weapon during the incident. 
Sergeant Sangeleer directed Deputy Christina Jenkins to remain with Deputy Hendren 
and FTO Santiago-Miranda until further notice and not to speak with them about the 
incident.    
 
At approximately 11:15 a.m., Deputy Hendren was transported by Deputy Jenkins to 
BCSO Criminal Investigative Services, (340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, Brevard 
County, Florida) and FTO Santiago-Miranda was transported to the same facility by CPD 
Detective Christopher Hattaway (ID #15). 
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Sergeant Sangeleer was advised by CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin about a firearm that 
was located in Sincere Pierce’s waistband. Sergeant Sangeleer utilized his agency issued 
telephone to take photographs of the location of the firearm (which is described as a 
Walther PK380, .380 caliber handgun, serial number WB085799).  The photographs were 
time stamped at 10:49 a.m. on November 13, 2020, and were uploaded to the BCSO 
Digital Media Server prior to CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin removing it from Sincere 
Pierce’s person.  Additionally, CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin utilized his body camera to 
document the removal and clearing of the firearm.  
 
Sergeant Sangeleer and CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin then walked to Deputy Hendren’s 
vehicle where Sergeant Sangeleer retrieved evidence bags from her trunk.  CPD FTO 
Hernandez-Martin placed the Walther PK380, .380 caliber handgun into an evidence bag 
provided by Sergeant Sangeleer. FTO Hernandez-Martin then placed the magazine and 
one round of ammunition, which he removed from the chamber, into a separate evidence 
bag, which was also provided by Sergeant Sangeleer. Sergeant Sangeleer took 
possession of the evidence bags, sealed them and secured the evidentiary items in the 
trunk of Deputy Hendren’s patrol vehicle. Sergeant Sangeleer stated he did not initially 
sign the evidence bags prior to securing them in Deputy Hendren’s trunk. He then 
returned and opened Deputy Hendren’s trunk, initialed each evidence bag and wrote his 
BCSO identification number on them.  The evidence bags were then re-secured in Deputy 
Hendren’s trunk.  
 
Once BCSO Major Crimes Unit agents and BCSO Crime Scene personnel arrived, 
Sergeant Sangeleer notified them of the firearm he secured in Deputy Hendren’s trunk.  
A BCSO Crime Scene Investigator (CSI), (later identified as CSI Conrad Schneider, ID 
#1073) took possession of the two evidence bags, which contained evidentiary items 
described as the firearm, magazine and single round of ammunition. Sergeant Sangeleer 
was present as CSI Schneider opened the sealed evidence bags, at which time, Sergeant 
Sangeleer took more detailed photographs of the firearm to accompany his supplemental 
report. CSI Schneider took possession of the evidentiary items.  
 
Sergeant Sangeleer was notified CFR personnel needed to re-enter the crime scene to 
collect their medical equipment prior to the arrival of the BCSO Crime Scene Unit.  
Sergeant Sangeleer documented the scene as it existed by photographs prior to allowing 
CFR to re-enter the crime scene.  CFR Lieutenant Kevin Mulligan entered the scene and 
collected CFR’s medical equipment to include the following items: drug boxes (contain 
medications, IVs and needles), airway bags, trauma bag, first aid bag, two oxygen 
cylinders, LUCAS device, airway device and a computer used for patient reporting.  Due 
to the vehicle doors being open at the time he was taking the photographs, Sergeant 
Sangeleer observed what appeared to be an orange gun, which upon closer inspection, 
he described as appearing like an imitation Beretta firearm on the front passenger floor 
board within the vehicle.  
 
This concluded Sergeant Sangeleer’s statement. Sergeant Sangeleer’s audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
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Deputy Christina Jenkins 
 
On Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at approximately 10:11 a.m., BCSO Agent 
Samantha Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent 
Christopher Shephard conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with 
Deputy Christina Jenkins (ID #3922) at the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office West Precinct, 
2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
Deputy Jenkins stated the following, in substance: 
 
Deputy Jenkins has been employed by the BCSO since February 15, 2016, and is 
assigned to Patrol Services at West Precinct with the classified rank of Deputy Sheriff. 
 
On November 13, 2020, Deputy Jenkins worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of the hours 
between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.  Deputy Jenkins wore her agency issued Class B 
uniform, marked with BCSO insignia, her star badge and her agency issued duty belt, 
which included her agency-issued firearm.  Deputy Jenkins drove an assigned marked 
BCSO 2012 Dodge Charger (Unit #2477) outfitted with emergency blue lights.   
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:17 a.m., Deputy Jenkins was conducting 
traffic enforcement near the area of South Friday Road and Fleetwood Place, Cocoa, 
when she heard her zone partner, Deputy Ezra Dominguez, attempt to conduct a traffic 
stop in the area of US Highway 1 and State Road 528, Cocoa; however, the vehicle, later 
identified as a silver Volkswagen Passat bearing Florida License Plate NWEG22, fled.  
FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda arrived to assist her with traffic enforcement and told Deputy 
Jenkins he was going to respond to Deputy Dominguez’s location to assist with attempting 
to locate the vehicle that fled.  Deputy Jenkins heard Deputy Dominguez advise the BCSO 
Communications Center, over the radio, he would be returning to the America’s Best 
Value Inn (located at 3220 N. Cocoa Boulevard, Cocoa) to conduct further investigation.  
 
Deputy Jenkins heard radio traffic from Deputy Carson Hendren and FTO Santiago-
Miranda that indicated they would respond to Ivy Drive relating to the area where the 
vehicle’s registered owner resided. She then heard radio traffic from FTO Santiago-
Miranda (approximately 10:26 a.m.) regarding a vehicle traveling eastbound on State 
Road 520 that matched the description of the vehicle that fled from Deputy Dominguez. 
However, upon further inspection, FTO Santiago-Miranda advised it was not the vehicle.  
Deputy Hendren and FTO Santiago-Miranda then advised they were back enroute to the 
vehicle’s registered address on Ivy Drive, Cocoa, (1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa).   
 
Deputy Jenkins heard FTO Santiago-Miranda informing dispatch (approximately 10:33 
a.m.) that they possibly had located the vehicle.  A short time later she heard “10-33” 
(emergency radio traffic) and “shots fired” (approximately 10:34 a.m.).  Deputy Jenkins 
used her mobile terminal to reflect herself enroute to the incident location.  Deputy Jenkins 
initiated her emergency lights and sirens on her agency issued marked vehicle and 
arrived on scene at approximately 10:38 a.m. While enroute, Deputy Jenkins heard 
Sergeant Sangeleer inquire over the radio to check if everyone was okay.  
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Deputy Jenkins heard FTO Santiago-Miranda describe there were occupants in the 
vehicle over the radio. FTO Santiago-Miranda advised he and Deputy Hendren were 
calling an occupant out of the vehicle while two other occupants remained in the vehicle.   
 
Deputy Jenkins arrived on scene and parked her vehicle on the right side of Ivy Drive, 
facing west.  Deputy Jenkins arrived just after Deputy Dominguez.  She utilized a gray 
Sport Utility Vehicle on Ivy Drive for cover while Deputy Dominguez, Deputy Hendren and 
FTO Santiago-Miranda cleared the vehicle.  Once the vehicle was cleared, FTO Santiago-
Miranda and Deputy Hendren approached the passenger side of the vehicle to begin 
rendering lifesaving aid.  Deputy Jenkins and Deputy Dominguez approached the driver’s 
side of the suspect’s vehicle.  Deputy Jenkins observed a black male, (later identified as 
Angelo Crooms) as the occupant in the driver’s seat with what appeared to be a head 
wound.  Deputy Dominguez remained with the driver while Deputy Jenkins went to assist 
FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren with rendering aid to the rear 
passenger (later identified as Sincere Pierce).  She heard FTO Santiago-Miranda state 
he thought he felt a pulse.  Deputy Jenkins observed the passenger side rear occupant’s 
(Sincere Pierce’s) feet still partially resting on the edge of the open door and moved them 
to where his entire body was completely on the ground.  FTO Santiago-Miranda then 
administered chest compressions to the male (Sincere Pierce) while Deputy Hendren 
applied the Automated External Defibrillator (AED) pads. 
 
They continued to render aid until relieved by a Cocoa Police Department (CPD) officer, 
(later identified as CPD FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin) who arrived on scene and assumed 
medical aid.  CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin continued providing lifesaving measures until 
the arrival of Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) (later identified as CFD Lieutenant Edward 
Mohesky and CFD EMT Morgan Taylor), who assumed medical care for both males 
(Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce).   
 
Deputy Jenkins then walked with FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren to Deputy 
Hendren’s agency assigned vehicle.  Deputy Hendren sat in the driver’s seat and FTO 
Santiago-Miranda sat on the edge of the front passenger door opening.  Deputy Jenkins 
stood by with them and did not re-enter the crime scene. 
 
FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren only spoke about their emotions pertaining 
to the situation. Neither Deputy Hendren nor FTO Santiago-Miranda spoke of any details 
pertaining to the incident.    
 
At approximately 11:15 a.m., Deputy Jenkins transported Deputy Hendren to the Brevard 
County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services (CIS) building (340 Gus Hipp 
Boulevard, Rockledge).  FTO Santiago-Miranda was transported to the same facility by a 
Cocoa Police Department Detective, (later identified as Detective Christopher 
Hattaway,ID #15).  
 
Once at the BCSO CIS facility, Deputy Jenkins was directed to take Deputy Hendren to 
an unoccupied office while FTO Santiago-Miranda was led into the CIS conference room.  
Deputy Jenkins continued to monitor Deputy Hendren’s wellbeing. Deputy Jenkins 
advised no conversation took place pertaining to the details of the incident.   
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This concluded Deputy Jenkins’ statement.  Deputy Jenkins’ audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

FTO Jason Holloman 
 
On Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at approximately 11:53 a.m., BCSO Agent 
Samantha Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent 
Christopher Shephard conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Field 
Training Officer (FTO) Jason Holloman (ID #0042) at the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
West Precinct, 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
FTO Holloman stated the following, in substance: 
 
FTO Holloman has been employed by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office since August 
15, 2005, and is currently assigned to Patrol Services at West Precinct with the classified 
rank of Deputy Sheriff and an assignment as a Field Training Officer.   
 
On November 13, 2020, FTO Holloman worked Bravo Shift, which consisted of the hours 
between 5:45 a.m. and 6:15 p.m. FTO Holloman wore his agency issued Class B uniform, 
marked with BCSO insignia, his star badge and his issued duty belt, which included his 
agency issued firearm. FTO Holloman drove a marked BCSO 2016 Ford Explorer (Unit 
#91595) outfitted with emergency blue lights.    
 
At approximately 10:37 a.m., FTO Holloman was at West Precinct picking up Deputy 
Jason Miller (ID #4805) to ride along with him on that day. While inside the precinct, he 
had limited radio reception. Lieutenant Linda Moros alerted FTO Holloman to the 
emergency radio traffic and advised him of “shots fired” (approximately 10:34 a.m.).  
 
FTO Holloman and Deputy Miller traveled to the area of State Road 528 and US Highway 
1, Cocoa.  FTO Holloman soon learned the location of the incident was Ivy Drive, Cocoa.  
FTO Holloman was directed to head to an intersection of Ivy Drive and an adjoining street, 
which he did not recall the name of (later determined to be Exeter Drive), east of the 
incident.  FTO Holloman arrived at the intersection at approximately 10:52 a.m. 
 
While at that intersection, FTO Holloman retrieved Deputy Jenkins’ vehicle keys from her 
and moved her vehicle so that Fire Rescue could leave the area.  FTO Holloman returned 
Deputy Jenkins’ keys to Sergeant Sangeleer. FTO Holloman was instructed to restructure 
the existing crime scene by moving the crime scene perimeter tape to open Ivy Drive for 
traffic flow, which he did.  Afterwards, FTO Holloman was released to respond to pending 
calls for service.  
 
At 11:51 a.m., FTO Holloman was directed by Sergeant Sangeleer to respond to 

 to standby for the BCSO Crime Scene Unit 
personnel and relay any information pertaining to the medical status of Sincere Pierce 
and Angelo Crooms.  
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At 11:52 a.m., FTO Holloman arrived at .  Upon his arrival, Crooms was in the 
process of being transported by Lifeflight to   
Upon Pierce’s arrival to , he was pronounced deceased by  medical 
personnel (later identified as  Emergency Room Doctor P. Benerjee).  FTO 
Holloman remained on scene, securing the hospital rooms until BCSO Crime Scene 
personnel completed their processing efforts.   
 
This concluded FTO Holloman’s statement. FTO Holloman’s audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Jeffrey Cordova 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:20 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Jeffrey Cordova at his residence, 1302 Stetson Drive 
South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  The location is the first residence on the 
southwest side of the Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South intersection and is the location 
of the driveway which the Volkswagen pulled in to and then backed out. 
 
Mr. Cordova stated the following, in substance: 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:34 a.m., (actual time is documented 
as approximately 10:34 a.m.), Mr. Cordova was seated on his couch and heard, “Stop the 
car. Stop the car,” approximately three to four times coming from outside of his residence.  
When Mr. Cordova got up to look out of his front window, he heard gunshots, so he got 
down on the floor.  Mr. Cordova believed he heard approximately ten (10) gunshots.   
 
When the gunfire stopped, Mr. Cordova stood up and looked out of his window again, at 
which time he observed a vehicle (later identified as a gray, 4-door, Volkswagen, bearing 
Florida license plate number NWEG04) against the residence of 1301 Stetson Drive 
South, with the front wheels spinning.  Mr. Cordova then noticed the rear passenger door 
was open, and the rear passenger occupant of the vehicle, (later identified as Sincere 
Pierce), laying halfway out of the vehicle. Mr. Cordova stated that he believed the front 
passenger door of the vehicle was closed at that time.   
 
Mr. Cordova heard BCSO deputies yelling to the occupants of the vehicle to turn the 
vehicle off, but the vehicle was not stopping and the front wheels continued to spin.  The 
front passenger of the vehicle (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) was ordered out of the 
vehicle by deputies (FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Carson Hendren), who 
were providing the passenger with verbal commands to walk backwards towards them.  
Mr. Cordova observed the male (Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker) comply with the deputies’ verbal 
commands as he walked back towards the deputies.  The male, (Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker) 
was then secured with handcuffs and placed into a BCSO patrol vehicle.  Mr. Cordova 
did not observe the male (Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker) with any firearms, but stated he had 
difficulty clearly seeing due to the screen on his window.   
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Mr. Cordova observed another BCSO deputy (Deputy Ezra Dominguez) on the north side 
of 1301 Stetson Drive, approach the yard of 1301 Stetson Drive with a shield and then 
approached the vehicle.  Mr. Cordova did not see any other movement from the remaining 
occupants within the vehicle. The driver was removed from the vehicle and placed on the 
ground by a deputy (Deputy Dominguez) and the rear passenger was removed fully from 
the vehicle and placed on the ground by deputies (FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy 
Hendren). Mr. Cordova then observed additional law enforcement officers approach the 
vehicle and provide medical assistance to the remaining occupants until the arrival of 
EMT’s who assumed medical intervention. 
 
Mr. Cordova did not know the occupants of the vehicle, nor can he recall seeing the 
vehicle before.  
 
This concluded Mr. Cordova’s statement. Mr. Cordova’s audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report.  
 

Denise Porter 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:30 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Denise Porter at her residence, 1306 Stetson Drive 
South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  The residence is located on the west side of 
Stetson Drive South, two houses south of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive 
South. 
    
Ms. Porter stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, Ms. Porter was working from home and at approximately 10:30 
a.m., (actual time is documented as approximately 10:34 a.m.), Ms. Porter heard what 
she believed was six (6) to seven (7) consecutive gunshots within close proximity to her 
residence.  Ms. Porter stated that following the suspected gunshots, she heard screaming 
by what she believed were mostly female voices.  Ms. Porter could not see anything from 
inside her residence.  
 
Ms. Porter looked through her residence windows towards 1301 Stetson Drive South, and 
observed a very tall, thin, black male (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) clothed in a 
long sleeve shirt or jacket, possibly orange/yellow in color, and long pants walking 
backwards with his hands up.  Ms. Porter could not see where he (Jaquan Marice 
Kimbrough-Rucker) walked after he was in the street, as he walked out of her view.   
 
Ms. Porter stated she could not see Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker well enough to say if she has 
seen him before.  Ms. Porter advised she did not recognize the involved vehicle that was 
in front of 1301 South Stetson Drive. 
 
This concluded Ms. Porter’s statement. Ms. Porter’s audio-recorded statement is included 
as an enclosure to this report.  
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Sean and Jennifer McDonel 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:40 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Mr. Sean McDonel and his wife, Mrs. Jennifer 
McDonel, at their residence, 1310 Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. 
The residence is located on the west side of Stetson Drive South, three houses south of 
the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South. 
 
The McDonels stated the following, in substance: 
 
At approximately 10:30 a.m. (actual time is documented as approximately 10:34 a.m.), 
Mr. and Mrs. McDonel were in their living room when Mr. McDonel heard between five (5) 
to seven (7) gunshots and instructed his wife to get down.  When Mr. McDonel looked out 
of their residence window, he did not see anything.  Mr. and Mrs. McDonel then heard 
somebody screaming and Mr. McDonel walked outside.  When Mr. McDonel looked 
towards the residence of 1301 Stetson Drive South, he observed law enforcement 
providing CPR to whom he believed were the occupants of a vehicle.  Mr. McDonel did 
not recognize the occupants of the vehicle nor the involved vehicle. 
 
This concluded Mr. and Mrs. McDonel’s statement.  Mr. and Mrs. McDonel’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Barbara Turner-Griffith 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:44 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Barbara Turner-Griffith at her residence, 1309 
Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. The residence is located on the 
east side of Stetson Drive South, three houses south of the intersection of Ivy Drive and 
Stetson Drive South. 
   
Ms. Barbara Turner-Griffith stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, between 10:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. (actual time is documented 
as approximately 10:34 a.m.), she heard a sound outside that she had never heard 
before.  She described the sound as, “a crazy noise.”  Ms. Turner-Griffith did not go 
outside to see what was going on.   
 
This concluded Ms. Turner-Griffith’s statement.  Ms. Turner-Griffith’s audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Jeannette Guindon 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:55 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Jeannette Guindon at her residence, 1305 Stetson 
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Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. The residence is located on the east side 
of Stetson Drive South, directly south of 1301 Stetson South. 
 
Ms. Jeannette Guindon stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:30 a.m. (actual time is documented as 
approximately 10:34 a.m.), Ms. Guindon heard five (5) “big thuds” outside of her 
residence.  She looked out of her front door, towards 1301 South Stetson Drive and 
observed Brevard County Sheriff’s Office vehicles parked on the roadway and a Deputy 
Sheriff (Deputy Carson Hendren) standing behind her patrol vehicle with a gun pointed in 
the direction of the house (1301 South Stetson Drive, Cocoa).  Ms. Guindon then closed 
and locked her front door and watched the incident unfold through her front window.  She 
observed a tall black male (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker), wearing a hat, walk out 
from where Ms. Guindon believed was the residence of 1301 South Stetson Drive, with 
his hands up.  Ms. Guindon then observed the male (Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker) kneel down 
where he was then handcuffed and placed into a Deputy Sheriff’s patrol vehicle.  Ms. 
Guindon stated she heard screaming, but could not hear exact words due to her hearing 
loss.  Ms. Guindon also advised she observed multiple law enforcement officers providing 
medical aid to an unknown person on the ground next to the house (1301 South Stetson 
Drive). Ms. Guindon stated she observed an ambulance arrive shortly after the initial 
commotion. 
 
This concluded Ms. Guindon’s statement.  Ms. Guindon’s audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:00 p.m., BCSO Agent Don Reynolds and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Bradley Lewis conducted a 
voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker at 
Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services (CIS), 340 Gus Hipp 
Boulevard, Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:00 a.m., Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was in the 
area of 800 Fiske Boulevard, Cocoa, on a bicycle, when he made contact with a 
friend/associate he knew as “A.J.” (Angelo Crooms) who was driving a gray in color 
Volkswagen.  The two of them engaged in a conversation about purchasing some 
marijuana.  Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker entered the front passenger seat of the Volkswagen, 
which was occupied solely by the driver, Angelo Crooms.   
 
He and Angelo Crooms drove from the area of 800 Fiske Boulevard to their 
friend/associate “Spud’s” (Sincere Pierce) residence (later identified as 1925 Exeter 
Drive, Cocoa).  
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While approaching the area of Dixon Boulevard and Clearlake Road, Mr. Kimbrough-
Rucker stated he observed two BCSO patrol vehicles parked at the ABC Liquor Store 
(1105 Clearlake Road, Cocoa).  Angelo Crooms drove west on Dixon Boulevard to 
Sincere Pierce’s residence where Sincere Pierce entered the back passenger seat behind 
Angelo Crooms.  Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker stated Angelo Crooms was speeding as he 
traveled on Dixon Boulevard.   
     
At approximately 10:33 a.m., the three of them (Kimbrough-Rucker front seat passenger, 
Crooms driver and Pierce back seat driver side passenger) left Sincere Pierce’s residence 
and traveled toward Ivy Drive.  As they turned onto Ivy Drive and traveled west, Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker noticed two BCSO patrol vehicles behind their vehicle.  Pierce stated, 
“Police behind us.” Angelo Crooms then drove the vehicle south on Stetson Drive South 
and then pulled into an unknown residential driveway on the southwest side of Stetson 
Drive South (1302 Stetson Drive South) and immediately backed out, whereupon, the 
front of their vehicle faced north towards the two BCSO patrol vehicles, which were 
stopped side-by-side at the intersection. He stated both (uniformed) deputies were 
standing near the front of their marked BCSO vehicles with their handguns drawn, giving 
verbal commands for the driver to stop the vehicle.   
 
Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker advised when they approached the stop sign, Angelo Crooms 
hesitated, as if he was contemplating what he should do.  Angelo Crooms stopped the 
vehicle briefly and raised both his hands up from the steering wheel. Angelo Crooms 
looked the male deputy in the eyes as the deputies (FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda and 
Deputy Carson Hendren) instructed them to stop. Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker advised the 
music in their vehicle was loud, but he recalled hearing the deputies give at least two 
verbal commands to stop.    
 
Angelo Crooms then placed both hands back on the steering wheel, and told Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker to “sit back” and began to drive the vehicle forward while turning the 
wheel.  Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker believed “sit back” meant there was nothing to worry about 
and that Angelo Crooms had everything under control. He stated Angelo Crooms 
proceeded to accelerate the vehicle slowly towards the deputies and turned the steering 
wheel towards the grass area between the deputies and the house on the corner (1301 
Stetson Drive South). Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker recalled seeing the male deputy (FTO 
Santiago-Miranda) shoot at Angelo Crooms.     
 
It should be noted that Kimbrough-Rucker’s statement concerning the speed traveling 
towards the deputies, and direction, is inconsistent with the physical evidence to include 
the Event Data Recorder (EDR) information and witness statements.  
 
After the Volkswagen was moved from its original position by BCSO Fleet Maintenance, 

a purple and gray SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun with a black bandanna wrapped around 

its handle was found on the ground directly under the passenger side of the vehicle where 

Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was seated and exited the vehicle. The serial number for the 

firearm was scratched out. A snapchat video recording was later obtained by law 

enforcement that depicted Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker with a handgun similar to the unique 

coloring of the recovered SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun. The DNA results demonstrated 
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the presence of mixture consistent with three donors including at least one male 

contributor. Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker is included as a possible contributor to the mixed 

DNA profile.  

According to Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker, he didn’t know why the deputies attempted to stop 
the vehicle.  He stated the car was not stolen; it belonged to a female friend (Brooke 
Cooper) of Angelo Crooms.  Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker believed Angelo Crooms refused to 
stop the vehicle because he did not have a driver’s license, which he had learned prior to 
Angelo Crooms picking up Sincere Pierce.   
 
Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker provided no further information and his statement was concluded.  
 
Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker’s audio-recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this 
report. 
 

Leon Newsome 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:26 p.m., BCSO Agent Kyle Cummins 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Leon Newsome at his 
residence, located at 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida, after observing the 
silver Volkswagen Passat bearing Florida registration tag NWEG22, previously reported 
stolen, pull into the driveway.  
 
Mr. Newsome stated the following, in substance: 
 
Mr. Newsome advised that the Volkswagen is registered to him and that he purchased it 
for his daughter, Kiara Newsome.  On the morning of November 13, 2020, (unknown 
time), Kiara Newsome contacted Mr. Newsome and advised him that she reported the 
vehicle stolen.  Kiara Newsome told Mr. Newsome that the vehicle was stolen from 800 
Fiske Boulevard, Cocoa.  
 
Later that morning, Mr. Newsome was contacted by an officer from the Cocoa Police 
Department (CPD Detective Anthony Colombo ID #18) and was informed that his vehicle 
was located on Allen Street in the city of Cocoa.   
 
Mr. Newsome told Agent Cummins that he did not believe Kiara Newsome was being 
honest about the vehicle being stolen for the following reasons: Kiara Newsome reported 
that the vehicle was stolen from his residence, 1926 Ivy Drive, but she had told him that 
it was stolen from 800 Fiske Boulevard. Kiara Newsome was not at his residence on the 
night of November 12, 2020; therefore, the vehicle could not have been stolen from his 
residence, and when Mr. Newsome and Kiara Newsome responded to where the vehicle 
was recovered, Kiara Newsome did not want him to pursue criminal charges. 
 
Mr. Newsome believed the truth was that Ms. Newsome fell asleep at her boyfriend’s 
residence and either her boyfriend took her vehicle or she had loaned the vehicle to 
unknown person(s) and only reported it stolen when the vehicle was not returned. Mr. 
Newsome stated he did not know the name of Ms. Newsome’s boyfriend. 
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This concluded Agent Cummins’ interview with Mr. Newsome. 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 2:32 p.m., Agent Samantha Grimes briefly 
spoke with Mr. Leon Newsome at his residence located at 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa.  Mr. 
Newsome advised that his daughter, Kiara Newsome, drives a silver Volkswagen Passat 
bearing Florida license plate NWEG22, which is registered to him.  Mr. Newsome stated 
that earlier on November 13, 2020, Kiara Newsome called him and reported the vehicle 
was stolen from 800 Fiske Boulevard, Cocoa, to the Cocoa Police Department (CPD case 
number is 2020-00046781).  Mr. Newsome informed Agent Grimes that Kiara Newsome 
had reported the car was stolen from their residence at 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa. Mr. 
Newsome signed a decline to prosecute affidavit with the Cocoa Police Department.  
 
This concluded Mr. Newsome’s statements.  Mr. Newsome’s audio-recorded statements 
are included as enclosures to this report. 
 

Kiara Newsome 

 
During Agent Grimes’ interview with Mr. Newsome, Ms. Kiara Newsome arrived at the 
residence driving a black Infinity sedan bearing Florida registration tag C24UN.  This 
vehicle is registered to Ms. Kiara Newsome, 1926 Ivy Drive, Cocoa.  
 
Agent Grimes attempted to interview Ms. Newsome, but she refused to speak with Agent 
Grimes or cooperate with the investigation.  
 

Shonna Wickens, Teresa Wickens, Terri Hancock 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:12 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha Grimes and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard conducted 
a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Shonna Wickens, Teresa Wickens and 
Terri Hancock at their residence, located at 1934 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, Brevard County, 
Florida. 
 
Shonna Wickens, Teresa Wickens and Terri Hancock stated the following, in substance: 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:30 a.m. (actual time is identified as 
approximately 10:34 a.m.), Ms. Shonna Wickens advised she was asleep and heard 
approximately five (5) consecutive gunshots.  She got out of bed and observed a male 
deputy sheriff with his gun drawn (FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda) and a tall, skinny, black 
male (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) with his hands up, walking backwards towards 
the deputy’s direction.  Ms. Shonna Wickens went outside and heard the deputy giving 
the following verbal commands, “put your hands up” and “walk back.”  Ms. Shonna 
Wickens advised that the black male (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) was compliant 
with the deputy’s commands.    
 
Ms. Terri Hancock and Ms. Teresa Wickens advised they observed the same as Ms. 
Shonna Wickens.  Ms. Terri Hancock additionally stated she heard a female yelling, 
“That’s my baby, that’s my baby” and “You all shot my baby.” 
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This concluded the statements of Shonna Wickens, Teresa Wickens and Terri Hancock.  
Their audio-recorded statements are included as enclosures to this report. 
 

Sandra Dix 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:46 p.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer Straight and 
Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Ryan Bliss conducted a voluntary, 
sworn audio-recorded interview with Sandra Dix at 2103 Ivy Drive, Cocoa.  Ms. Dix 
resides at 1301 Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  This is the 
residence where the Volkswagen, driven by Angelo Crooms, impacted and came to rest 
against.  
 
Ms. Dix stated the following, in substance: 
 
On the morning of November 13, 2020, Ms. Dix was at her residence doing school work 
with her two grandchildren, ages five (5) and thirteen (13).  At approximately 10:30 a.m. 
(actual time is identified as approximately 10:34 a.m.), Ms. Dix’s grandson was seated on 
a couch directly next to a front window of the residence, with his back towards the window. 
Ms. Dix was seated in the same room next to her granddaughter.  When they heard a 
series of gunshots, Ms. Dix grabbed both of her grandchildren and pulled them to the 
ground.  She observed the front window sill to be cracked.  Ms. Dix and her grandchildren 
crawled to a bathroom in the back of the residence where they remained until law 
enforcement made contact with her.  She stated, while still inside of her residence, she 
heard several people screaming and yelling statements of, “You killed my cousin. I’m 
gonna fuck you up; we gonna kill you crackers; y’all killed my people.”  Ms. Dix stated she 
did not see who yelled the statements, but assumed they yelled the statements at the law 
enforcement officers on scene.      
 
Ms. Dix stated moments later, a family member of hers arrived at the residence and a law 
enforcement officer (Lieutenant Linda Moros) made arrangements for her and her 
grandchildren to leave the area.  When Ms. Dix exited her residence, she observed a 
vehicle, which appeared to have crashed into the front of her residence.  
 
Ms. Dix did not see anyone fire a weapon, she only heard the sound of gunshots.  Ms. 
Dix stated she did not know the occupants of the vehicle that had crashed into her 
residence, nor had she ever seen the involved vehicle before. 
 

This concluded Ms. Dix’s statement.  Ms. Dix’s audio-recorded statement is included as 
an enclosure to this report. 
 
It was later discovered that Ms. Dix personally video recorded 4 minutes and 18 seconds 
of Cocoa Fire Rescue and Brevard County Fire Rescue treating Angelo Crooms and 
Sincere Pierce in her front yard.  This video recording was obtained by Florida Department 
of Law Enforcement Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and a copy of it was provided to me 
(BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn).  A copy of this recording is included as an enclosure to 
this report. 
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Connie Conners 
 

On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 1:57 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Connie Connors at her 
residence, 2006 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. This residence is located two 
(2) residences west of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South. 
 
Ms. Connie Conners stated the following, in substance: 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:30 a.m. (actual time is identified as 
approximately 10:34 a.m.), Ms. Conners was inside of her residence when she heard 
what she thought to be the sound of fireworks. Ms. Conners went outside and observed 
a female officer (Deputy Carson Hendren) with her gun drawn, walking from behind a 
patrol vehicle and into the yard of 1301 Stetson Drive South with a male deputy (FTO 
Santiago-Miranda).  She heard the deputies giving verbal commands, such as, “turn the 
car off”, “put your hands up” and “get out of the car.”  Ms. Conners observed a male 
passenger (Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) place his hands out of a passenger 
window and exit the vehicle, complying with all commands given by deputies. 
  
This concluded Ms. Conners’ statement. Ms. Conners’ audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report.    
 

Brooke Cooper 
 

On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 3:17 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Brooke Cooper at Cocoa Fire 
Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 Dixon Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Ms. Cooper stated the following, in substance: 
 
Ms. Cooper is the registered owner of the gray 2015 Volkswagen Passat, bearing Florida 
registration tag NWEG04, vehicle identification number 1VWAT7A3XFC082787 and 
registered address: 1972 Otterbein Avenue, Cocoa. 
 
Ms. Cooper has known “AJ” (Angelo Crooms) and “Spud” (Sincere Pierce) for 
approximately one and a half years.  Ms. Cooper stated she and Angelo Crooms were 
involved in a romantic relationship.  Ms. Cooper stated they were usually always together 
unless Ms. Cooper was at work.   
 
On November 12, 2020, Angelo Crooms stayed the night with Ms. Cooper at her 
residence located at 1671 Owosso Street, Cocoa.  
 
Upon awakening on the morning of November 13, 2020, Angelo Crooms and Ms. Cooper 
took her children to school and then drove her sister to work.  At approximately 9:00 a.m., 
Crooms dropped Ms. Cooper off at work at Papa John’s, located at 209 S. Cocoa 
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Boulevard, Cocoa.  Ms. Cooper gave Angelo Crooms permission to drive her gray 2015 
Volkswagen Passat, Florida registration tag NWEG04.  Angelo Crooms told Ms. Cooper 
he was going to go home to take a shower and then go pick up Sincere Pierce.  Ms. 
Cooper stated it was typical for Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce to often socialize 
together.   
 
Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce both share their cellular telephone GPS locations with 
Ms. Cooper via the “Find My iPhone” application on their respective cellular telephones.  
Sometime after Angelo Crooms dropped her off at work, Ms. Cooper checked their 
locations on the application and observed their location was at Sincere Pierce’s 
grandmother’s residence on Exeter Drive, Cocoa.  Shortly after, Ms. Cooper stated she 
received word from “friends” about the interaction with the deputies and left work with her 
mother, Elizabeth Patrick.  Ms. Cooper then went to . 
 
Ms. Cooper would not identify the “friends” that had informed her of the incident.   
 
Ms. Cooper said it was common for Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce to carry firearms 
on their persons; however, she did not believe Angelo Crooms was in possession of a 
firearm on that particular day because she did not observe him with one while she was 
with him.  Ms. Cooper stated she did not believe either Angelo Crooms or Sincere Pierce 
would have used their firearms against law enforcement officers.  
 
This concluded Ms. Cooper’s statement. Ms. Cooper’s audio-recorded statement is 
included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue District Chief Tom Redman - Station 1 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 2:40 p.m. BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) 
District Chief Tom Redman at Cocoa Fire Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 Dixon 
Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
District Chief Tom Redman stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, District Chief Redman was stationed at CFR Station 1.  At 
approximately 10:40 a.m., District Chief Redman was dispatched to the area of Ivy Drive 
and Stetson Drive South, Cocoa.  Due to the close proximity of the crime scene to CFR 
Station 1, District Chief Redman was the first rescue unit on scene.  Upon arrival, he 
observed a vehicle in the front yard of a residence at the corner of Ivy Drive and Stetson 
Drive (1301 Stetson Drive South). District Chief Redman observed a deputy (Deputy Ezra 
Dominguez) performing CPR compressions on an individual (Angelo Crooms) lying on 
the ground next to the driver’s side of the vehicle.  District Chief Redman approached 
Deputy Dominguez and assessed Angelo Crooms’ condition.  During District Chief 
Redman’s initial assessment of Angelo Crooms, no signs of life were detected. 
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District Chief Redman learned that a second individual (Sincere Pierce) was on the 
passenger side of the vehicle.  District Chief Redman went to the passenger side of the 
vehicle and completed an initial assessment of Sincere Pierce, at which time he detected 
no signs of life.  Sincere Pierce had an “obvious gunshot wound” near the right side of his 
neck.  District Chief Redman then went back to check Angelo Crooms to assess any 
injuries he may have sustained.  District Chief Redman observed what he thought were 
two suspected gunshot wounds to the back of Angelo Crooms’ head.    
 
As other Fire Rescue units arrived on scene, District Chief Redman quickly briefed them 
on the conditions of Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce.  District Chief Redman deemed 
Angelo Crooms as the highest priority at that time and directed the first rescue crew that 
arrived to treat Angelo Crooms.  
 
District Chief Redman returned to Sincere Pierce and assisted the law enforcement officer 
(CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin) that was conducting his CPR compressions.  District Chief 
Redman overheard a comment that Sincere Pierce had a firearm on his person.  He did 
not recall exactly who he heard speaking about the firearm.  Upon further observation, he 
observed a firearm tucked in the right side waistline of Sincere Pierce’s pants.  District 
Chief Redman briefly observed the firearm’s handle and in his opinion, believed it to be a 
small caliber frame. The firearm was not housed in a holster and it was tucked under 
Sincere Pierce’s shorts and underwear. District Chief Redman alerted CPD FTO 
Hernandez-Martin of the firearm, who had already been made aware of the firearm by 
Deputy Carson Hendren.  District Chief Redman then responded back to Angelo Crooms 
and patted him down for weapons.  District Chief Redman did not discover any weapons 
on Angelo Crooms.   
 
Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce were unresponsive the entire time District Chief 
Redman was in contact with them.  
 
This concluded District Chief Redman’s statement. District Chief Redman’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue Lieutenant Kevin Mulligan - Station 1 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 2:53 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Fire Rescue 
Lieutenant Kevin Mulligan at Cocoa Fire Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 Dixon 
Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Lieutenant Kevin Mulligan stated the following, in substance: 
 
Lieutenant Mulligan’s involvement on November 13, 2020, consisted of gathering 
equipment near the passenger side of the vehicle (Volkswagen), which was used to treat 
Sincere Pierce. Due to the passenger front door being open, Lieutenant Mulligan 
observed what was descried as an orange plastic toy gun on the floor board of the front 
passenger area.  Lieutenant Mulligan had no other involvement with this incident. 
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This concluded Lieutenant Mulligan’s statement.  Lieutenant Mulligan’s audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue Firefighter/EMT Morgan Taylor – Station 1 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 2:57 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Fire Rescue 
Firefighter/EMT (FFEMT) Morgan Taylor at Cocoa Fire Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 
Dixon Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
FFEMT Morgan Taylor stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at 10:45 a.m., FFEMT Taylor arrived at 1301 Stetson Drive 
South. FFEMT Taylor observed law enforcement (Deputy Ezra Dominguez and Cocoa 
Police Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin) administering cardiopulmonary 
resuscitation chest compressions to two males (Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce), who 
were lying on each side of the vehicle. FFEMT Taylor and Lieutenant Edward Mohesky 
assessed and treated the male on the passenger side of the vehicle (Sincere Pierce).  
Sincere Pierce was not breathing and did not have a pulse. FFEMT Taylor and Lieutenant 
Mohesky utilized the Lucas device on Sincere Pierce, which is a device that performs 
CPR chest compressions and an Ambu-bag to administer rescue breaths. 
 
FFEMT Taylor rode in the back of the ambulance that transported Sincere Pierce to 

  While inside the ambulance (Rescue #45), 
FFEMT Taylor provided oxygen to Sincere Pierce by use of an Ambu-bag while the 
LUCAS device continued to administer compressions.  
 
FFEMT Taylor observed what appeared to be a single gunshot wound to the right side of 
Sincere Pierce’s neck and did not observe an exit wound.   
 
Sincere Pierce was never responsive and never spoke in FFEMT Taylor’s presence.    
 
This concluded FFEMT Taylor’s statement.  FFEMT Taylor’s audio-recorded statement 
is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue Driver Operator Paramedic Matt Houyouse – Station 1 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 3:03 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Fire Rescue Driver 
Operator Paramedic Matt Houyouse at Cocoa Fire Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 
Dixon Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Paramedic Matt Houyouse stated the following, in substance: 
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On November 13, 2020, Paramedic Houyouse arrived on scene at 10:45 a.m., and 
observed law enforcement officers (Deputy Ezra Dominguez and Cocoa Police 
Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin) administering cardiopulmonary resuscitation to 
two victims (Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce) lying on the ground.  He assessed both 
males to determine which one required immediate assistance while awaiting other Fire 
Rescue personnel to arrive.  Paramedic Houyouse observed the male (Angelo Crooms) 
on the driver’s side of the vehicle to have what he believed to be a gunshot wound to his 
head, with exposed brain matter.  Paramedic Houyouse treated Angelo Crooms along 
with two other Rescue units from Brevard County Fire Rescue (Lieutenant Fire-medic 
Scott Roberts and Fire-medic Bradley Hayes).   
 
Paramedic Houyouse’s initial assessment of Angelo Crooms led him to believe he 
(Angelo Crooms) was in a medical state known as Pulseless Electrical Activity (P.E.A.).  
However, Paramedic Houyouse observed Crooms to have agonal respirations and a 
pulse.  Paramedic Houyouse, Brevard County Fire Rescue Lieutenant Fire-medic Scott 
Roberts and Fire-medic Bradley Hayes provided oxygen through use of an Ambu-bag, 
initiated an IV, intubated Angelo Crooms, sedated him utilizing Succinylcholine and 
placed him in an ambulance for transport.  Due to Angelo Crooms having a pulse, they 
did not administer any additional compressions. During intubation, Angelo Crooms 
vomited, which, according to Paramedic Houyouse, is a common response. Paramedic 
Houyouse drove BCFR station #46’s ambulance to  

 and BCFR Lieutenant Fire-medic Roberts and Fire-medic Hayes continued 
treatment of Angelo Crooms in the back of the ambulance.  
 
Angelo Crooms maintained a pulse from the time he was in the ambulance until he arrived 
at , at which time, he was turned over to hospital personnel for medical treatment.  
At , Paramedic Houyouse observed what he believed was an additional suspected 
gunshot wound to Angelo Crooms’ back left shoulder area.  Angelo Crooms also suffered 
a “priapism” at , which Paramedic Houyouse stated could be indicative of a back 
injury.   
 
Paramedic Houyouse advised that Angelo Crooms was unresponsive and never spoke 
in his presence.   
 
This concluded Paramedic Houyouse’s statement. Paramedic Houyouse’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue Lieutenant Edward Mohesky - Station 1 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 3:10 p.m., BCSO Agent Samantha 
Grimes and Florida Department of Law Enforcement Special Agent Christopher Shephard 
conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Cocoa Fire Rescue 
Lieutenant Edward Mohesky at Cocoa Fire Rescue, Station 1, located at 1740 Dixon 
Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Lieutenant Edward Mohesky stated the following, in substance: 
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On November 13, 2020, at 10:45 a.m., Lieutenant Mohesky arrived at 1301 Stetson Drive 
South.  Upon arrival to the scene, Lieutenant Mohesky observed a vehicle that looked 
like it had crashed into a house (Volkswagen) and two males (Angelo Crooms and Sincere 
Pierce) who were lying on the ground, one on each side of the vehicle, being tended to 
by Cocoa Fire Rescue personnel. Because there were less personnel tending to the male 
on the passenger side of the vehicle, (Sincere Pierce), Lieutenant Mohesky assisted with 
providing lifesaving measures to that patient.  Lieutenant Mohesky utilized the Ambu-bag 
to provide oxygen to Sincere Pierce while the Lucas Device performed compressions.  
Lieutenant Mulligan started an IV and District Chief Tom Redman started on placement 
of an airway.  
 
Lieutenant Mohesky observed what he believed to be one suspected gunshot wound to 
Sincere Pierce’s “neck or upper chest area.”  Sincere Pierce was rolled over to check for 
additional wounds with no other injuries observed.  
 
Lieutenant Mohesky advised that the male (Sincere Pierce) was unresponsive and never 
spoke in his presence.   
 
This concluded Lieutenant Mohesky’s statement.  Lieutenant Mohesky’s audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 
The Cocoa Fire Rescue Incident #2020-00004775 Report is included as an enclosure to 
this report.  
 

Brevard County Fire Rescue Lieutenant Fire-medic Scott Roberts – Station 46 

 
On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, at approximately 8:13 a.m., I (BCSO Agent Carmen 
Minthorn) conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Brevard County 
Fire Rescue Lieutenant Fire-medic Scott Roberts at Brevard County Fire Rescue, Station 
46, located at 114 S. Fiske Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.  
 
Lieutenant Scott Roberts stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, Lieutenant Roberts was stationed at BCFR Station 46.  At 10:40 
a.m., he and Fire-medic Bradley Hayes received a call for service regarding a gunshot 
wound with the scene secured by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office.  Due to the 
congestion surrounding the crime scene, Lieutenant Roberts and Fire-medic Hayes had 
to park approximately 75 yards from the actual crime scene.  
 
At 10:46 a.m., they arrived on scene and approached a male (Angelo Crooms) who was 
lying on the ground next to the driver’s side of the vehicle and being provided CPR by a 
deputy (Deputy Ezra Dominguez). Lieutenant Roberts observed Angelo Crooms had what 
he believed to be one suspected gunshot wound to the left side of his head.  Lieutenant 
Roberts and Fire-medic Hayes assumed providing lifesaving support to Angelo Crooms 
and obtained a pulse.  They loaded Angelo Crooms onto a stretcher and quickly moved 
him to the ambulance for transport.   
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Lieutenant Roberts became aware there was an additional patient (Sincere Pierce) on 
the ground on the passenger side of the vehicle that was being treated by Cocoa Fire 
Rescue personnel (Lieutenant Edward Mohesky and FFEMT Morgan Taylor) who 
ultimately transported him to RRMC.  Lieutenant Roberts never came into contact with 
Sincere Pierce.  
 
Upon loading Angelo Crooms into the ambulance, Lieutenant Roberts and Fire-medic 
Hayes began advanced lifesaving interventions that included intubation, ET tubes, IV 
access and administering fluids and medications.  At 11:03 a.m., Cocoa Fire Rescue 
Paramedic Matt Houyouse drove the ambulance to  

.  Angelo Crooms maintained a pulse during the entire transport to .  Upon 
arrival to , Angelo Crooms was turned over to  medical personnel for 
medical treatment.   
 
Lieutenant Roberts stated he was not aware that the incident was an officer involved 
shooting until being advised so by personnel at .  Lieutenant Roberts stated he did 
not feel safe while at the scene due to the civilians surrounding the immediate outer 
perimeter of the crime scene who were continuously making vulgar statements.  He 
advised that the law enforcement officers who were present did a great job of keeping 
them safe and maintaining scene security while they performed their lifesaving efforts.   
 
This concluded Lieutenant Roberts’ involvement. Lieutenant Roberts’ audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Brevard County Fire Rescue Fire-medic Bradley Hayes – Station 46 

 
On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, at approximately 8:27 a.m., I (BCSO Agent Carmen 
Minthorn) conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Brevard County 
Fire Rescue Fire-medic Bradley Hayes at Brevard County Fire Rescue, Station 46, 
located at 114 S. Fiske Boulevard, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
Fire-medic Bradley Hayes stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, Fire-medic Hayes was stationed at BCFR Station 46.  At 10:40 
a.m., he and Lieutenant Fire-medic Scott Roberts received a call for service regarding a 
gunshot wound with the scene secured by the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office. 
 
Upon arrival at 10:46 a.m., Fire-medic Hayes observed several Brevard County Sheriff’s 
Office deputies, Cocoa Police Department officers and Cocoa Fire Rescue personnel on 
scene.  Fire-medic Hayes observed a male (Angelo Crooms) lying on the ground next to 
the driver’s side of a vehicle, with CPR being performed on him by a BCSO deputy or 
CPD Officer (BCSO Deputy Ezra Dominguez) and being assisted by CFR personnel.  
  
Due to the scene being “hectic”, they conducted “a load and go” which was explained by 
Fire-medic Hayes as “they quickly loaded Angelo Crooms onto a stretcher and loaded 
him into the ambulance, while continuing CPR the entire time.” At 11:03 a.m., a CFR 
Paramedic (Matt Houyouse) drove the ambulance to .  
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While in the back of the ambulance, Fire-medic Hayes intubated Crooms and Lieutenant 
Roberts obtained IV access and administered medications.  Additionally, they cut Angelo 
Crooms’ clothing off and fully assessed his body for injuries.  Fire-medic Hayes observed 
what he believed as a suspected gunshot wound to the left side of Angelo Crooms’ head 
and two wounds to his left shoulder. Because a pulse was obtained, CPR was 
discontinued and Crooms’ airway was secured. Upon arrival to , Angelo Crooms 
was turned over to  medical personnel for medical treatment.    
 
This concluded Fire-medic Hayes’ involvement. Fire-medic Hayes’ audio-recorded 
statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Brevard County Fire Rescue Lieutenant Fire-medic Laddie Rutkowski – Station 1 

 
On Wednesday, January 6, 2021, at approximately 6:49 p.m., I (BCSO Agent Carmen 
Minthorn) conducted a voluntary, sworn audio-recorded interview with Brevard County 
Fire Rescue Lieutenant Fire-medic Laddie Rutkowski. (Lieutenant Rutkowski is a floater 
who is assigned to various stations throughout the county each shift. Due to Lieutenant 
Rutkowski’s availability, it was necessary to conduct a telephonic interview with him.)   
 
Lieutenant Laddie Rutkowski stated the following, in substance: 
 
On November 13, 2020, Lieutenant Rutkowski was stationed at Rockledge Fire Rescue 
Station 1 and assigned to BCFR Rescue 45.  At 10:53 a.m., he was dispatched to a call 
for service at an apartment complex off of Dixon Boulevard, Cocoa.  As he arrived at the 
aforementioned call for service, he was requested to leave that scene and respond to a 
call for service regarding a “shooting.” 
 
At 10:56 a.m., Lieutenant Rutkowski arrived and parked a couple of blocks away from the 
scene due to the “congestion.”  Lieutenant Rutkowski walked to the actual crime scene.  
Lieutenant Rutkowski observed a male (Sincere Pierce) lying on the ground being treated 
by Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR).  CFR had already placed Pierce on a back board, began 
CPR on him utilizing a LUCAS device, intubated him, and started an IV prior to Lieutenant 
Rutkowski’s arrival.  
 
As soon as law enforcement vehicles were moved and the ambulance was brought closer 
to the crime scene, Sincere Pierce was loaded into Rescue 45 and transported to 

  While enroute, Lieutenant Rutkowski 
observed Pierce to have what he believed to be a gunshot wound to the mid-right clavicle 
area.  He and CFR personnel (CFR Firefighter/EMT Morgan Taylor) continued to follow 
cardiac arrest protocol during the entire transport.  Upon arrival to , Sincere Pierce 
was turned over to medical staff and ultimately pronounced deceased by  
Emergency Room Doctor P. Benerjee. 
 
Lieutenant Rutkowski stated Pierce was never responsive, nor showed any signs of life 
during his contact with him.  
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This concluded Lieutenant Rutkowski’s involvement.  Lieutenant Rutkowski’s audio-
recorded statement is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 
The Brevard County Fire Rescue Patient Care Record is included as enclosures to this 
report (BCFR Incident Number BC200078162). 
 
 
 
 
 

Brevard County Sheriff’s Office - CAD Report and Radio Traffic 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:17 a.m., Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
(BCSO) Deputy Ezra Dominguez advised the Communications Center he intended to 
conduct a traffic stop on grey Volkswagen driven by a black male and bearing Florida 
registration tag NWEG22, near the intersection of Highway 528 and southbound Highway 
US 1, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
At approximately 10:18 a.m., Deputy Dominguez informed the BCSO Communications 
Center, via radio, that the aforementioned vehicle was fleeing southbound at a high rate 
of speed near the intersection of US 1 and Michigan Avenue, Cocoa, and he discontinued 
the traffic stop attempt.  Deputy Dominguez advised he was going back to America’s Best 
Value Inn, located at 3220 North Cocoa Boulevard, Cocoa, to confirm if it was the same 
vehicle he previously observed when he conducted a business patrol.  Sergeant Carl 
Sangeleer asked what address was on the registration of the vehicle, at which time the 
BCSO Communications Center advised it was Ivy Drive in Cocoa.  Deputy Dominguez 
requested an available zone unit to respond to the area of Ivy Drive in the City of Cocoa 
to look for the aforementioned vehicle.  FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda advised he would 
be enroute.   
 
At approximately 10:26 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda advised the BCSO Communications 
Center that he observed a silver Passat travel eastbound on Highway 520 and he 
intended to verify the registration tag.  Additionally, at approximately 10:26 a.m., Deputy 
Carson Hendren utilized her terminal to place herself on the call.  FTO Santiago-Miranda 
asked if the vehicle had tinted windows and Deputy Dominguez confirmed the 
Volkswagen that fled from him did.  At approximately 10:27 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda 
advised BCSO Communications Center the vehicle he observed was not the vehicle 
Deputy Dominguez attempted to stop and that he was back enroute to Ivy Drive.  
 
At approximately 10:30 a.m.,  called 911 and reported to BCSO 
Communications Center that  vehicle, which she described as a “2015 or 2016 silver 
Volkswagen Passat,” registered to  (Leon Newsome), had been stolen from 
“1930 Ivy Drive, Cocoa, Florida, 32922,” and had Florida registration tag “NWEG22” 
attached.   stated it was a new purchase, so she was not sure exactly 
what year the vehicle was.  This information was relayed by BCSO dispatch to deputies 
over the radio.       
 

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Report and Radio Traffic 
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At approximately 10:33 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda informed BCSO Communications 
Center he believed “they” had the vehicle.  At 10:33 a.m., Deputy Carson Hendren 
advised that the registration tag of the vehicle was NWEG04 and their location was 
Stetson Drive.  At approximately 10:33 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda stated to BCSO 
Communications Center, “10-33” and Deputy Hendren stated, “We have one at gunpoint.” 
At approximately 10:34 a.m., Deputy Hendren advised, “shots fired, shots fired.”   
 
The audio recording of the radio traffic is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 

Cocoa Fire Rescue CAD Report – Station 1 
 
The Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) CAD report (2020-00004775) indicated on November 13, 
2020, at approximately 10:40 a.m., CFR Engine 33 and CFD TWR 32 responded to the 
intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida in 
reference to a shooting.  CFR arrived on scene at approximately 10:45 a.m. and provided 
medical care to Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce.  CFR personnel assisted Brevard 
County Fire Rescue with transporting Crooms and Pierce to  

.  The remaining CFR personnel departed the scene at 11:29 a.m. 
 

Brevard County Fire Rescue CAD Report – Station 45 and 46 
 

The Brevard County Fire Rescue (BCFR) CAD report (BC200078162) documented on 
November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:40 a.m., Rescue 45 and Rescue 46 responded 
to the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida 
in reference to a penetrating trauma. BCFR Rescue #46 arrived on scene at 
approximately 10:46 a.m. and assisted Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) with providing medical 
care to Angelo Crooms.  BCFR Rescue #45 arrived on scene at approximately 10:56 a.m. 
and assisted Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR) with providing medical care to Sincere Pierce.   
 
At 11:03 a.m., BCFR Rescue #46 departed the scene and transported Angelo Crooms to 

 , with 
the assistance of CFR.  At 11:11 a.m., BCFR Rescue #46 arrived at .  At 11:49 
a.m., BCFR Rescue #46 left .   
 

At 11:13 a.m., BCFR Rescue #45 departed the scene and transported Sincere Pierce to 
, with the assistance of CFR.  At 11:26 a.m., BCFR Rescue #45 arrived at .  

At 11:47 a.m., BCFR Rescue #45 left .   
 
 
 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 11:48 a.m., BCSO Agent Jennifer 
Straight, BCSO Agent Samantha Grimes and I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) arrived 
at the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida. 
 
Upon arrival, we were advised Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce both suffered from 
gunshot wounds and were both transported to  

Crime Scene 
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, Brevard County, Florida, by Brevard County 
Fire Rescue and Cocoa Fire Rescue.   
 
A short time later, I was advised by Lieutenant Moros that Angelo Crooms was being 
transported by Lifeflight to  

, Brevard County, Florida.   
 
I was advised by FTO Jason Holloman that Sincere Pierce was pronounced deceased at 
1136 hours, by  Doctor P. Benerjee.   
 
I was advised by BCSO West Precinct General Crimes Unit Agent Nalicia Bailey that 
Angelo Crooms was pronounced deceased at 1422 hours, by  Doctor A. Moore.    
 
Lieutenant Rob Vitaliano advised that the Florida Department of Law Enforcement would 
be investigating the Officer Involved Shooting incident and their case number was 
identified as OR-27-0384.  I made contact with the FDLE lead investigator, Special Agent 
Lisa Gundrum, at which time we initiated interviews with personnel on scene that were 
directly involved with the incident.     
 
Lieutenant Rob Vitaliano directed Agent Jennifer Straight and Agent Samantha Grimes 
to canvass the neighborhood with FDLE Agents who were assisting Special Agent 
Gundrum with the investigation.  
 
BCSO FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda was transported to the Brevard County Sheriff’s 
Office Criminal Investigative Services (CIS), 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, by 
Cocoa Police Department (CPD) Detective Christopher Hattaway. Deputy Carson 
Hendren was transported to BCSO CIS by Deputy Christina Jenkins.  Sergeant Carl 
Sangeleer directed Reserve Deputy Paul Ring to transport the third occupant of the 
vehicle, Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker to BCSO CIS for the purpose of an interview.   
 
BCSO FTO Jason Holloman responded to .   
 
BCSO Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) Faith Adkins responded to  and 
photographed and documented Sincere Pierce.   
 
BCSO West Precinct General Crimes Agent Nalicia Bailey responded to  and 
photographed Angelo Crooms.  
 
BCSO CSI Phillip Miranda responded to BCSO CIS and photographed and documented 
FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren, as well as their firearms and ammunition.   
 
BCSO CSI Miranda photographed and documented Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker and obtained 
buccal swabs from him.    
 
BCSO CSI’s Schneider, Kroom and Gardner remained at the intersection of Ivy Drive and 
Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, to photograph, document and process the crime scene.   
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The following is a synopsis of the aforementioned investigative assignments and 
documentation.  The case report and associated supplemental reports are attached as 
enclosures.  
 

Angelo Crooms –  AR 18 and  
 AR 4 

 

On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 11:03 a.m., Angelo Crooms was 
transported by Brevard County Fire Rescue Medic Unit #46 to  

, Brevard County, Florida.  
Crooms received medical intervention in  Acute Resuscitation Room 18 in the 
Emergency Department until transported, by air, to , 

, Brevard County, Florida. 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 11:30 a.m., Crime Scene Investigator 
(CSI) Faith Adkins responded to  Acute Resuscitation Room 18 of the Emergency 
Department and documented it with photographs. Additionally, CSI Adkins documented 
the following items that belonged to Angelo Crooms, which were left in  AR Room 
18 when he was transported to : clothing, black shoes, a bandana and a keychain. 
 
CSI Adkins collected and documented the following items, as evidence on a property 
receipt and transported them to Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative 
Services, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, where they were secured within a Crime 
Scene Unit drying chamber and later photographed: 
 
FA2: One (1) black and white bandana 
FA3: Two (2) white, blue, and gray socks w/suspected blood 
FA4: One (1) black pair of shoes 
FA5: One (1) blue, black, and red Ethika underwear (cut) w/suspected blood 
FA6: One (1) pair of black American Eagle 34 x 34 jeans (cut) w/belt and suspected blood 
FA7: One (1) black zip-up hooded jacket (cut) Yoki brand w/suspected blood 
FA8: One (1) car key on keychain w/lighter in lighter leash 
FA8a: Two (2) yellow metal keys w/tag 
 
The SD card used by CSI Adkins to take photographs was documented on a property 
receipt as follows: 
 
FA11: One (1) SD card containing photographs taken by CSI F. Adkins, 4282 
The liners from the drying chamber were collected and listed on a property receipt as 
follows: 
 
FA10: Three (3) drying chamber liners from Angelo Crooms’ clothing 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:54 p.m., BCSO West Precinct 
General Crimes Unit Agent Nalicia Bailey responded to  Acute Resuscitation Room 
4 of the Emergency Department.  Agent Bailey documented Angelo Crooms with 
photographs, utilizing her agency issued cellular telephone.  Crooms had a wound on the 
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left side of his head.  Agent Bailey placed the aforementioned photographs on a CD and 
provided the CD to me (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn). These photographs were 
included as enclosures to this report.     
 

Sincere Pierce –  Room AR 19 
 
On Friday, November 13, 2020, at approximately 11:13 a.m., Sincere Pierce was 
transported by Brevard County Fire Rescue Medic Unit #45 to  

, Brevard County, Florida. 
Pierce received medical intervention in  Acute Resuscitation (AR) Room 19 in the 
Emergency Department.   
 

Immediately following the documentation of  AR 18, CSI Faith Adkins responded 
to AR 19 of the Emergency Department.  CSI Adkins documented Sincere Pierce with 
photographs, utilizing a Nikon D7200 digital camera, and collected evidence.   
 
CSI Adkins collected and documented the following item as evidence on a property 
receipt and transported it to Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative 
Services building, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, where it was secured within a 
Crime Scene Unit drying chamber and later photographed: 
 
FA1: One (1) black (cut) t-shirt w/design and suspected blood 
 
The liner from the drying chamber was collected and listed on a property receipt as 
follows: 
 
FA9: One (1) drying chamber liner from Sincere Pierce clothing 
 
The SD card used by CSI Adkins to take photographs was documented on a property 
receipt as follows: 
 
FA11: One (1) SD card containing photographs taken by CSI F. Adkins, 4282 
 

FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda – BCSO Criminal Investigative Services 
 
CSI Phillip Miranda photographed FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda and his firearm at Brevard 
County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, 
Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.  FTO Santiago-Miranda’s firearm was identified as 
a  with magazine and a TLR-1 stream 
light affixed to the weapon.  white metal cartridge with headstamp ” 
was in the chamber. The  magazine contained  white metal cartridges 
with headstamps .”  FTO Santiago-Miranda also had  magazines 
affixed to his duty gun belt, each with  white metal cartridges with headstamps “  

.”  Suspected dirt on the front right pant leg of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s pants 
was also photographed.   
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The following items were collected from FTO Santiago-Miranda’s person and 
documented on a property receipt, as follows: 
 
Item PJ1:  
Item PJ1A:  white metal cartridges ”  
Item PJ1B:  white metal cartridge ”  
Item PJ2: One (1) pair of green uniform pants 
 

Deputy Carson Hendren – BCSO Criminal Investigative Services 
 
CSI Phillip Miranda photographed Deputy Carson Hendren and her firearm at Brevard 
County Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, 
Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.  The firearm was a loaded  

 with a TLR-1 stream light.  The  magazine 
contained  white metal cartridges ”.   

 was in the chamber.  Deputy Hendren also had  magazines 
which contained  each affixed to her duty gun belt. 
 

Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker – BCSO Criminal Investigative Services 
 

CSI Phillip Miranda photographed Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker at Brevard County 
Sheriff’s Office Criminal Investigative Services, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, 
Brevard County, Florida.  Additionally, with the consent of Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker, CSI 
Miranda collected a set of buccal swabs from him.  The buccal swabs were collected and 
documented on a property receipt, as follows: 
 
Item JK1: One (1) set of buccal swabs- Jaquan Kimbrough   
 

Incident location, which consisted of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson 
Drive South and 1301 Stetson Drive South 

 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:39 a.m., Brevard County Sheriff’s Office 
Deputies secured the crime scene located at the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson 
Drive South, Cocoa, Brevard County, Florida, which extended from the south side of the 
intersection to the front yard and the west exterior wall of 1301 Stetson Drive South.   
 
BCSO Crime Scene Investigator (CSI) Conrad Schneider was identified as the lead CSI, 
where he documented, collected and preserved the evidence discovered at this location.  
CSI Jenna Gardner assisted CSI Schneider and scanned the scene with a FARO Focus 
3D S70 laser scanner and later created a three dimensional diagram of the scene using 
FARO’s Scene software and the scans taken of the scene. The scans and processed 
data from the Scene software were stored onto a SD card.  The SD card was documented 
on a BCSO property receipt as follows:   
 
JG1: One (1) SD card containing FARO scans of the scene. 
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CSI Schneider documented the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, Cocoa, 
Florida, as follows:  
 
Ivy Drive extends east and west and Stetson Drive South extends north and south.  1302 
Stetson Drive South is located on the southwest corner of the intersection, with its 
driveway extending east toward Stetson Drive South.  1301 Stetson Drive South is 
located on the southeast corner of the intersection, with its driveway extending west to 
Stetson Drive South.   
 
Deputy Carson Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford Interceptor (unit #2621) was parked 
immediately south of the intersection on Stetson Drive South and facing southwest.  
Deputy Hendren’s in-car video camera was mounted to the ceiling of the vehicle with the 
placement of the camera lens to the right of the rear view mirror. Neither Deputy 
Hendren’s video camera, nor her emergency lights were activated during this interaction.   
 
FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford Explorer (unit #91727) was parked 
immediately east of Deputy Hendren’s vehicle, facing southwest with its emergency lights 
on.  FTO Santiago-Miranda’s in-car video camera was mounted to the ceiling of the 
vehicle with a placement of the camera lens directly below the rear view mirror.  The 
camera was on and captured a view that extended from the driveway of 1302 Stetson 
Drive South to the driveway of 1301 Stetson Drive South.  A black Cookies brand shoulder 
bag was on the ground near the front passenger tire of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle.  
The bag contained miscellaneous personal items including a Florida Identification Card 
issued to Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker. 
 
Within the trunk of Deputy Hendren’s vehicle was the firearm, a cartridge removed from 
the chamber of the firearm and a magazine containing four additional cartridges seized 
from Sincere Pierce by Cocoa Police Department FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin and 
secured by BCSO Sergeant Carl Sangeleer.  The firearm was identified as a Walther 
PK380, .380 caliber handgun and serial number WB085799 (the firearm was later 
determined not stolen by the BCSO Judicial Process Unit and confirmed a second time 
by BCSO Investigative Analyst L. Cline, ID #1046).  The Walther PK380 was entered into 
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives National Tracing Center 
(eTrace) with a trace number as follows: TT20200452588. 
 
Two  cartridge cases (documented with Photo Marker (PM) 1 and PM 2) were on the 
roadway immediately south of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle.  Two  cartridge 
cases were on the roadway southeast of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle (PM 3 and PM 
4).  Six additional  cartridges (PM 5-9 and PM 14) were on the roadway, near the 
gutter, east of PM 3 and PM 4.  The cartridge cases located at PM 1-9 and PM 14 all had 
the headstamp “ .” 
 
CSI Schneider documented 1301 Stetson Drive South, as follows:  
 
A gray Volkswagen Passat bearing Florida registration tag NWEG04 and vehicle 
identification number (VIN) 1VWAT7A3XFC082787 (which was previously occupied by 
Angelo Crooms, Sincere Pierce and Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-Rucker) was situated in 
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the front yard of 1301 Stetson Drive South.  The front end of the vehicle was crashed into 
the west exterior wall of 1301 Stetson Drive South, which was east of FTO Santiago-
Miranda and Deputy Hendren’s vehicles. Damage to the wall and the vehicle was 
observed after the vehicle was moved.  The front tires were dug into the dirt, consistent 
with them spinning in place.  The front driver side and front passenger side doors were 
open.  The rear passenger side door was slightly ajar.  Suspected bloodstains were on 
the front driver seat and front driver door jamb area.  Additional suspected bloodstains 
were in the dirt north of the front driver door.  Multiple suspected bullet holes were in the 
vehicle (refer to the vehicle processing section for further details on the suspected bullet 
holes and suspected bloodstains). 
 
An Automated External Defibrillator (AED) device, an AED case and a black tactical bag 
belonging to FTO Santiago-Miranda was on the ground, south of the Volkswagen.  A 
ballistic shield was on the ground, north of the Volkswagen.  A pair of pants (PM 10), a 
cut piece of a pant leg (PM 12) and a pair of Nike shoes (PM 11 and PM 13) were on the 
ground southwest of the Volkswagen.  Miscellaneous trash items related to medical 
intervention were on ground west, south and north of the Volkswagen.   
 
After the Volkswagen was moved from its original position by BCSO Fleet Maintenance 
employee A. Severson (ID #4347), a purple and gray SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun with a 
black bandana wrapped around its handle was found on the ground under the passenger 
side of the vehicle.  The barrel of the gun was pointed northeast.  CSI Schneider cleared 
the firearm, removing a magazine which contained six cartridges.  The chamber did not 
contain a cartridge.  The serial number was scratched out, but it appeared to be 565394 
(the firearm was later determined not stolen by the BCSO Judicial Process Unit and 
confirmed a second time by BCSO Investigative Analyst L. Cline, ID #1046). The SCCY 
CPX-1 was entered into the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives 
National Tracing Center (eTrace) with a trace number as follows: T20200452595. 
 
The black tactical bag was identified as FTO Santiago-Miranda’s due to “Santiago-
Miranda” being written on a magazine within the bag.  The bag was turned over to 
Sergeant Sangeleer by CSI Schneider at the crime scene.  
 
The above mentioned items of evidence from the scene were collected and listed on a 
BCSO property receipt as follows:  
 
Item:  Quantity:  Description 
 
JK1:      1:  Small bag with letter C 
CS1:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 1) 
CS2:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 2) 
CS3:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 3) 
CS4:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 4) 
CS5:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 5) 
CS6:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 6) 
CS7:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 7) 
CS8:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 8) 
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CS9:     1:  Gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 9) 
CS10:   1:  Gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 14) 
CS11:   1:  Pair of black Nike pants (PM 10) 
CS12:   1:  Black/yellow/white Nike shoe (PM 11) 
CS13:   1:  Piece of a pant leg from item CS11 (PM 12) 
CS14:   1:  Black/yellow/white Nike shoe (PM 13) 
CS15:   1:  Walther PK380 .380 handgun 
CS15A: 1:  380 cartridge bearing headstamp “WIN 480 AUTO” 
CS15B: 1:  Magazine 
CS15C: 4:  (3) 380 cartridges bearing headstamp “WIN 380 AUTO” and (1) cartridge       
                    bearing headstamp “SIG 380 AUTO” 
CS16:    1:  SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun 
CS16A:  1:  Magazine 
CS16B:  6:  (4) 9mm cartridges “R-P 9mm Luger”, (1) 9mm cartridge “F.C. 9mm Luger”,  
                    and (1) 9mm cartridge “SIG 9mm Luger” 
CS16C:  1:  Black bandana 
CS17:     1:  AED 
 
These items were transferred to and secured within the Crime Scene Unit Evidence Room 
located at BCSO CIS. 
 
Item JK1 was later searched and found to contain the following items: 
 
1) Black wallet 
2) Pink lighter 
3) White headphones 
4) White charging cable with adapter 
5) FL ID card-Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker 
6) Albuterol inhaler 
7) Trojan Magnum Condom 
8) Ten dollar bill, 3 one dollar bills, one quarter, and one penny 
 
The currency was separated and documented on a BCSO property receipt as follows: 
 
Item:  Quantity:  Description 
 
JK1A:  6:  (1) ten dollar bill, (3) one dollar bills, (1) quarter, and (1) penny totaling $13.26 
 

FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford Explorer (Unit #91727) 
 

On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:30 p.m., BCSO CIS Digital Forensics Unit 
Agent Mary Adams responded to the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South 
and recovered the USB flash drive located in the locked WatchGuard video recording 
device (County ID #2511373) of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO 2018 Ford 
Explorer (Unit #91727), which contained a video recording of the interation. Agent Adams 
entered the USB into evidence at BCSO Criminal Investigative Services (CIS), located at 
340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, as evidence item MA2.  
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At approximately 4:00 p.m., Agent Adam Walkington responded to the intersection of Ivy 

Drive and Stetson Drive South and drove FTO Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford 

Explorer to the BCSO West Precinct.  

On November 19, 2020, at approximately 4:30 p.m., Agent Adams responded to BCSO 
West Precinct, located at 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Melbourne, Brevard County, 
Florida, and retrieved the Watch Guard video system from within the electronic control 
box of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford Explorer (Unit #91727). Agent 
Adams entered the in-car video recording system into evidence at BCSO CIS as evidence 
item VR1.  
 
On November 19, 2020, FTO Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford Explorer (Unit 
#91727) was secured by BCSO Fleet Manager Mark Deitz (ID #3907) at the BCSO 
Evidence Storage lot. 
 

Deputy Carsen Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford Interceptor (Unit #2621) 
 

On November 13, 2020, at 12:30 p.m., BCSO CIS Digital Forensics Unit Agent Mary 
Adams responded to the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South and recovered 
the SD card from the Digital Ally camera system (County ID #2511230) inside of Deputy 
Hendren’s marked BCSO 2016 Ford Interceptor (Unit #2621).  Agent Adams reviewed 
the SD card, which revealed there was no video recording of this incident.  Agent Adams 
then placed the SD card into evidence at BCSO Criminal Investigative Services (CIS), 
located at 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, as evidence item MA1.  
 
At approximately 4:00 p.m., Agent Thomas Case responded to the intersection of Ivy 
Drive and Stetson Drive South and drove Deputy Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford 
Interceptor (Unit #2621) to Deputy Hendren’s residence at the request of Staff Services 
Agent Kyle Williams. On December 3, 2020, Deputy Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford 
Interceptor (Unit #2621) was secured by BCSO Fleet Manager Deitz at the BCSO 
Evidence Storage lot. 
 

2015 Volkswagen Passat 
 
The gray 2015 Volkswagen Passat (bearing Florida registration tag NWEG04 and vehicle 
identification number 1VWAT7A3XFC082787) was towed by BCSO Fleet Maintenance 
employee Austin Severson (ID #4347) to the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Crime Scene 
Unit Vehicle Processing Building located at 850 Earl Petty Way, Cocoa, Brevard County, 
Florida.  The vehicle was secured inside of an enclosed evidence bay, awaiting a search 
warrant to be drafted by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.  A Vehicle Storage 
Impound Information Receipt (Tow Sheet) was completed by Crime Scene Investigator 
(CSI) Conrad Schneider.  
 
A search warrant for the vehicle was authored by FDLE Special Agent Christopher 
Shephard.  On November 19, 2020, at approximately 8:30 a.m., the aforementioned 
search warrant was executed.  Present for the execution of this search warrant was FDLE 
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Special Agent Shephard, BCSO Crime Scene Unit Sergeant Terrance Laufenberg, BCSO 
CSI Schneider, BCSO CSI Stephanie Haas and myself (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn).   
CSI Haas documented the following information in her analysis of the shooting 
reconstruction: 
 
Bullet defects on the vehicle were located and labeled alphanumerically with photo 
markers (PM) as follows:  
 
PM A: upper, central portion of front windshield  
PM B: lower, driver side portion of front windshield  
PM C: lower, driver side portion of front windshield  
PM D: lower corner of driver side portion of front windshield  
PM E: central, slight passenger side of front hood  
PM F: front, metal portion of front driver window frame  
PM G: lower, central portion of front driver door  
PM H: lower, central portions of front driver door  
PM I: lower, central portion of front driver window  
PM J: lower, front portion of rear driver window 
 
Reference Points (RP) were placed on the vehicle. The reference points were located 
and labeled as follows:  
 
RP1: top passenger corner of front windshield  
RP2: top corner of passenger front hood  
RP3: bottom corner of passenger front hood  
RP4: top driver corner of front windshield  
RP5: front corner of driver A pillar  
RP6: metal weather stripping corner, top of front driver door  
RP7: bottom corner of front driver window  
RP8: metal weather stripping corner, top of rear driver door  
RP9: bottom corner of rear driver window 
 
The following measurements were taken from the RPs to the defects:  
 
RP1 to PM A: 24 ¼”  
RP4 to PM A: 36 ¼”  
RP1 to PM B: 42”  
RP4 to PM B: 35 ¼”  
RP1 to PM C: 43 ¼”  
RP4 to PM C: 28”  
RP1 to PM D: 57 ¼”  
RP4 to PM D: 25 ½”  
RP2 to leading edge PM E: 29 ½”  
RP3 to leading edge PM E: 22 ¼”  
RP5 to PM F: 10”  
RP7 to PM F: 34”  
RP6 to PM G: 27 ½”  
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RP7 to PM G: 21” RP6 to PM H: 22 ½”  
RP7 to PM H: 16 ½”  
RP6 to PM I: 23”  
RP7 to PM I: 14”  
RP8 to PM J: 12 ½”  
RP9 to PM J: 9 ½” 
 
Defect A: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle.  Interior 
beveling around the defect of the front windshield was consistent with the projectile 
perforating through the windshield into the vehicle.  The windshield around the defect 
contained conchoidal and radial fracture lines. 
 
Defect B, B1: the projectile traveled from the slight driver side of the front windshield into 
the vehicle.  A corresponding defect was on the front dash (PM B1). Interior beveling 
around the defect of the front windshield was consistent with the projectile perforating 
through the windshield and terminating into the front dash, corresponding defect PM B1. 
Using a protractor, angle finder and flight path rod, the angle of incidence was determined.  
The angle of impact to the vertical plane was ~82° (slightly passenger side to driver side) 
and ~17° downward to the vertical plane. The windshield around the defect contained 
conchoidal and radial fracture lines.  The radial fracture lines are consistent with Defect 
B coming before Defect C. 
 
Defect C: the projectile traveled from the driver side of the front windshield into the vehicle. 
Interior beveling around the defect of the front windshield was consistent with the 
projectile perforating through the windshield into the vehicle.  The windshield around the 
defect contained conchoidal and radial fracture lines.  The radial fracture lines are 
consistent with defect C coming after defect B. 
 
Defect D: the projectile traveled from the driver side of the front windshield into the vehicle. 
Interior beveling around the defect of the front windshield was consistent with the 
projectile perforating through the windshield into the vehicle.  The windshield around the 
defect contained conchoidal and radial fracture lines. 
 
Defect E: a leading edge was observed and consistent with the projectile traveling from 
the exterior, slight passenger side of the front hood of the vehicle into the firewall, where 
the projectile terminated.  Using a protractor, angle finder and flight path rod, the angle of 
incidence was determined.  The angle of impact was ~23° (passenger to driver side) and 
~13° downward to the horizontal plane. 
 
Defect F: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle.  The 
projectile penetrated the metal portion of the front driver side door and terminated in the 
driver side A pillar.  The bottom portion of the front driver window around the defect 
contained conchoidal and radial fracture lines. 
 
Defect G: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle.  The 
projectile perforated the front driver window, causing the glass to be shattered around the 
defect. 
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Defect H: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle.The 
projectile perforated the front driver window, causing the glass to be shattered around the 
defect. 
 
Defect I: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle. The projectile 
perforated the front driver window, causing the glass to be shattered around the defect. 
 
Defect J: the projectile traveled from the exterior to the interior of the vehicle.The projectile 
perforated the rear driver window, causing the glass to be shattered around the defect.  
The projectile terminated in the weather stripping of the back driver side B pillar, 
consistent with the projectile traveling from the rear to the front driver side. 
 
Suspected bullet holes and defects were observed within the car as well.  A bullet defect 
was observed in the front driver dash that correlated with the suspected bullet hole at PM 
B (PM B1).  Two suspected bullet defects were in the steering wheel (PM K and PM L).  
Additional suspected bullet defects were in the left side of the steering column (PM M). 
 
The location of the cartridge casings on scene as well as the defects in the gray 
Volkswagen are consistent with FTO Santiago-Miranda standing and discharging his 
firearm from in front of and to the slight passenger side of the Volkswagen as it was in 
motion.  The shots from beginning to end were consistent with a counterclockwise pattern 
as the car was turning to the right.  The shot pattern is also consistent with FTO Santiago-
Miranda firing his weapon towards the driver, who was in actual and physical control of 
the Volkswagen accelerating toward FTO Santiago-Miranda throughout the entire 
incident.  
 
This concluded CSI Haas’ documentation of her analysis. 
 
Within the Volkswagen, the following items were photographed and collected as 
evidence:  
 
An iPhone, with attached charger, and an orange toy gun were on the front passenger 
floorboard.  A Motorola cellphone was on the front passenger seat.  Two iPhones were in 
the glovebox.  An iPhone was on the rear driver floorboard.  An iPhone was on the front 
driver floorboard.  A wallet belonging to Brooke Cooper was in the front driver door pocket.  
A fired bullet was on the central portion of the rear seat.  A fired bullet was recovered from 
the suspected bullet hole at PM J1.  A fired bullet was recovered from the suspected bullet 
hole at PM F.  Two fired bullets were recovered from between the rear dash and the rear 
window (PM N/VB5 and PM O/VB4). 
 
A pooling of suspected blood was on the front driver seat. A flow pattern of suspected 
blood was on the left side of the front driver seat and continued onto the front driver 
doorjamb.  Drip stains of suspected blood were also on the doorjamb. 
 
The above mentioned items of evidence collected from the vehicle were listed on a BCSO 
property receipt, as follows:  
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Item:  Quantity: Description 
 
VB1:    1:  Projectile (rear driver seat) 
VB2:    1:  Projectile (J1-B Pillar driver side) 
VB3:    1:  Projectile (PM F front A pillar) 
VB4:    1:  Projectile (PM O rear dash passenger side) 
VB5:    1:  Projectile (PM N rear dash passenger side) 
VB6:    1:  Gray iPhone 
VB7:    1:  Black iPhone with black case white cord 
VB8:    1:  Black Motorola cellphone with cracked screen 
VB9:    1:  Black iPhone with blue case 
VB10:  1:  White iPhone with cracked screen 
VB11:  1:  Black iPhone with black case 
VB12:  1:  Orange plastic gun 
VB13:  1:  Wallet belonging to Brooke Cooper 
 
Items of evidence were transported to and secured within the BCSO Criminal 
Investigative Services (CIS) Building, 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, Brevard 
County, Florida, with the exception of the Volkswagen Passat. The vehicle remained at 
850 Earl Petty Way, in the BCSO Evidence Storage.  
 
This concluded the analysis, processing and search of the Volkswagen.  
 
The crime scene, Volkswagen, areas of suspected bloodstaining, suspected bullet 
defects and items of evidence were photographed, before and after photo markers, with 
a Nikon D7200 digital camera.  The SD card used by CSI Schneider to obtain digital 
photographs in this investigation was collected and documented on a BCSO property 
receipt as follows: 
 
Item:  Quantity:  Description 
 
SDC1:  1:  SD card bearing photographs taken by CSI C. Schneider:  Scene, vehicle, 
evidence 
 
CS15 (Walther firearm) and CS16 (SCCY firearm) were entered into the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives National Tracing Center (eTrace) with trace 
numbers as follows: T20200452588 and T20200452595. 
 
Prior to processing for latent fingerprints, CS15 (Walther firearm), CS15B (magazine), 
CS16 (SCCY firearm) and CS16A (magazine) were swabbed for biological evidence.  The 
swabs were documented on a property receipt as follows: 
  
SW1: 1 Set of swabs of item CS15 (Walther)  
SW2: 1 Set of swabs of item CS15B (magazine) 
SW3: 1 Set of swabs of item CS16 (SCCY) 
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SW4: 1 Set of swabs of item CS16A (magazine) 
SW5: Set of control swabs 
 
CS15 (Walther firearm), CS15A (380 cartridge bearing headstamp “WIN 380 AUTO”), 
CS15B (magazine), CS15C (three 380 cartridges bearing headstamp “WIN 380 AUTO” 
and one cartridge bearing headstamp “SIG 380 AUTO”), CS16 (SCCY firearm), CS16A 
(magazine), CS16B (four 9mm cartridges bearing headstamp R-P 9mm Luger,” one 9mm 
cartridge bearing headstamp “F.C. 9mm Luger” and one 9mm cartridge bearing 
headstamp “SIG 9mm Luger”)  were processed for latent prints utilizing cyanoacrylate 
ester fuming and SLED Red fingerprint powder, viewed with and without an UltraLite 
alternate light source (ALS) of approximately 450nm with an orange filter.  No areas of 
friction ridge detail were observed. 
 
On November 16, 2020, at approximately 8:00 a.m., CSI Faith Adkins responded to the 
Brevard County Medical Examiner’s Office (BCMEO) located at 1750 Cedar Street, 
Rockledge, to document the unsealing of the body bags containing Sincere Pierce and 
Angelo Crooms for the purpose of COVID testing.  CSI Adkins obtained photographs of 
the seals on the two body bags - Sincere Pierce seal number: 31381 and Angelo Crooms 
seal number: 31375.  The body bags were resealed after the swabs were collected for 
the COVID testing. The new seal numbers were 30875 (Pierce) and 30876 (Crooms). 
 
On November 17, 2020, CSI Schneider responded to the BCSO Central Logistics office, 
170 Doler Lane, Cocoa.  Senior Logistics Specialist C. Allen (ID #1471) downloaded the 
digital data from item CS17 (AED) and provided a printout of this information to CSI 
Schneider.  This printout was included as an enclosure to this report.  
 
On November 18, 2020, CSI Gardner and CSI Adkins returned to the BCMEO and 
attended the autopsies of Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce.  CSI Adkins photographed 
the decedents throughout the autopsy procedures, as well as collected items of evidence 
to include: ME16: One (1) jacketed bullet from in Sincere Pierce’s right chest, ME33: One 
(1) jacketed bullet from Angelo Crooms’ brain and ME34: One (1) jacketed bullet from 
under the skin of Angelo Crooms’ left posterior neck.   
 
On November 23, 2020, CSI Schneider responded to the BCSO Fleet Impound Lot and 
obtained measurements of the window tinting on the Volkswagen Passat.  The front 
passenger window measured at 19% light transmission.  The rear passenger window 
measured at 21% light transmission.  The measurements were taken using a Laser Labs 
Tint Meter model 100 instrument. 
 
On Friday, December 4, 2020, at approximately 9:00 a.m., CSI Schneider responded to 

850 Earl Petty Way, Cocoa, BCSO Evidence Storage and obtained measurements of the 
gray Volkswagen Passat (bearing Florida registration tag NWEG04 and vehicle 
identification number (VIN) 1VWAT7A3XFC082787) using a FARO Focus 3D S70 Laser 
Scanner.  Additionally, FDLE Special Agent Christopher Shephard responded and 
executed an amended vehicle search warrant issued for the seizure of the vehicle’s Event 
Data Recorder (EDR) information. Florida Highway Patrol Corporal M. Bonner (ID #795) 
responded and downloaded the EDR information. The contents of the download were 
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immediately transferred to FDLE Special Agent Shephard. At the time of this report 
submission, the BCSO was not provided a copy of the Florida Highway Patrol analysis 
report for the (EDR) data recovered. Please refer to the FDLE Investigative report.   
 
 
 
 
On November 18, 2020, Brevard County Sheriff’s Office (BCSO) Lead Crime Scene 
Investigator (CSI) Conrad Schneider transferred associated case evidence to Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Special Agent Lisa Gundrum. 
 
The following items were transferred: 
 
Item 1:  SW1:     one (1) Set of swabs of item CS15 (Walther)  
Item 2:  SW2:     one (1) Set of swabs of item CS15B (magazine) 
Item 3:  SW3:     one (1) Set of swabs of item CS16 (SCCY) 
Item 4:  SW4:     one (1) Set of swabs of item CS15 (magazine) 
Item 5:  SW5:     Set of control swabs 
Item 6:  CS15:    Walther PK380 .380 handgun 
Item 7:  CS15A:  one (1) 380 cartridge bearing headstamp “WIN 480 AUTO” 
Item 8:  CS15B:  one (1) Magazine 
Item 9:  CS15C:  (3) 380 cartridges bearing headstamp “WIN 380 AUTO” and (1)   
                           cartridge bearing headstamp “SIG 380 AUTO” 
Item 10: CS16:    one (1) SCCY CPX-1 9mm handgun 
Item 11: CS16A:  one (1) Magazine 
Item 12: CS16B:  four (4) 9mm cartridges “R-P 9mm Luger”, one (1) 9mm cartridge  
                            “F.C. 9mm Luger”, and one (1) 9mm cartridge “SIG 9mm Luger” 
Item 13: CS1:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 1) 
Item 14: CS2:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 2) 
Item 15: CS3:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 3) 
Item 16: CS4:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 4) 
Item 17: CS5:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 5) 
Item 18: CS6:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 6) 
Item 19: CS7:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 7) 
Item 20: CS8:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing “ ” (PM 8) 
Item 21: CS9:     one (1) gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 9) 
Item 22: CS10:   one (1) gray metal cartridge casing ” (PM 14) 
Item 23: PJ1:      one (1) handgun w/magazine  
Item 24: PJ1A:   five (5) white metal cartridges “ ”  
Item 25: PJ1B:   one (1) white metal cartridge “ ”  
Item 26: JK1:     buccal swabs obtained from Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker by CSI P.   
                          Miranda 
 
On November 23, 2020, BCSO CSI Schneider transferred associated case evidence to 
FDLE Special Agent Jason Kriegsman. 
 
The following items were transferred: 

Evidence Transfer to FDLE 
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Item 1: ME16: bullet from chest of Sincere Pierce 
Item 2: ME33: bullet from brain of Angelo Crooms   
Item 3: ME34: bullet from neck of Angelo Crooms 
 
 
 
 
On November 19, 2020, and December 1, 2020, Florida Department of Law Enforcement 
Evidence Technician Ivory Smith forwarded associated evidence to the Florida 
Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) Orlando Regional Laboratory for examination. 
 
The following items were forwarded: 
 
Item 1:  LG1:  One  semiautomatic pistol with 

 and one magazine 
 
Item 2:  LG2:   Five  caliber cartridges 
 
Item 3:  LG14: One 380 Autocaliber Walther model PK380 semiautomatic pistol with 

serial number WB085799 and one magazine  
 
Item 4: LG15:  One 380 Auto caliber cartridge (not further examined) 
 
Item 5:  LG16:  Four 380 Auto caliber cartridges (not further examined) 
 
Item 6:  LG17:  One 9mm Luger caliber SCCY Industries model CPX-1 semiautomatic 

pistol with a partially obliterated serial number and one magazine 
 
Item 7:  LG18:  Six 9mm Luger caliber cartridges (not further examined) 
 
Item 16: LG28: One fired bullet 
 
Item 17: LG29: One fired bullet 
 
Item 18: LG30: One fired bullet 
 
An examination of the above items were completed by FDLE Firearms Section Senior 
Crime Laboratory Analyst Elissa McLaughlin.  The following is a brief summation of the 
attached report dated December 11, 2020. 
 
(Items 1 and 2):   
 

 A functional test of FTO Jafet Santiago’s agency issued   
semiautomatic pistol, bearing , and the associated 
magazine were completed and found functional. 

 
 

FDLE Laboratory Examination 
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(Item 3):   
 

 A functional test of the recovered Walther model PK380 semiautomatic pistol, 
bearing serial number: WB085799 and the associated magazine were completed 
and found functional.   

 Images of cartridge cases fired in the pistol were entered in and compared to 
NIBIN.  No potential associations were made at this time.    

 
(Item 6): 
 

 A functional test of the recovered SCCY Industries model CPX-1 semiautomatic 

pistol, bearing a partially obliterated serial number and the associated magazine 

were completed and found functional.   

 Images of a cartridge case fired in the pistol were entered in and compared to 

NIBIN.  No potential associations were made at this time.    

 A serial number restoration was attempted on the pistol using chemical etching 
techniques.  The serial number was restored to read 5 6 5 ? 9 4.  The fourth 
character appears to be a 3. 

 
(Item 16): 
 

 The fired bullet was Inconclusive to Item 1 (  semiautomatic pistol, 

bearing ).   

 The bullet was examined and determined to not be fired in/from Item 3 (Walther 
model PK380 semiautomatic pistol, bearing serial number: WB085799) and Item 
6 (SCCY Industries model CPX-1 semiautomatic pistol, bearing serial number 
565?94) based on a difference in class characteristics.  

 
(Item 17 and 18): 
 

 The bullets were examined and identified as being fired from Item 1 (  

caliber  semiautomatic pistol with ). 

For a detailed account of FDLE Firearms Section Senior Crime Laboratory Analyst Elissa 

McLaughlin’s actions, please refer to her report, which is included as an enclosure. 

DNA Evidence: 

The report references evidence submitted to the Florida Department of Law Enforcement 

on November 19, 2020, by Ivory Smith, OR-27-0384. Laboratory Report results dated 

February 01, 2021. 

(Item 12) LG23 Swabs from Walther 380 handgun (WB085799) 
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A complete DNA profile consistent with a male individual was obtained from item 12. The 

DNA profile matches the DNA profile from Sincere Pierce (Item 10).  

(Item 14) LG25 Swabs from SCCY handgun (565394) 

The DNA results obtained from Item 14 demonstrated the presence of mixture consistent 

with three donors including at least one male contributor. Jaquan Kimbrough-Rucker 

(Item 9) is included as a possible contributor to the mixed DNA profile.  

For a detailed account of FDLE Crime Laboratory Analyst Biology Section Meredith 

McCaskill’s actions, please refer to her report which is included as an enclosure. 

 
 
 

 
I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) obtained video recording evidence from the Digital Ally 
server of the traffic stop Deputy Ezra Dominguez attempted to conduct on the Silver 
(described as gray) Volkswagen, bearing Florida registration tag NWEG22, in his agency 
assigned marked BCSO 2012 Dodge Charger (Unit #2442) on November 13, 2020 at 
approximately 10:17 a.m.   
 
The following is a summarization of the recovered video recording: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:17 a.m., Deputy Dominguez traveled 
southbound on US Highway 1 near the intersection of US 1 and State Road 528, Cocoa. 
Deputy Dominguez notified the Brevard County Sheriff’s Office Communications Center 
that he was initiating a traffic stop on a “gray Volkswagen” bearing Florida registration tag 
NWEG22, which he was traveling behind in the outside lane.   
 
The Volkswagen switched to the center lane and Deputy Dominguez followed.  Within 
several seconds, the Volkswagen switched back to the outside lane and Deputy 
Dominguez did as well.  Upon Deputy Dominguez moving to the outside lane and taking 
a position behind the Volkswagen, the Volkswagen immediately moved back to the center 
lane and quickly accelerated.  Deputy Dominguez cancelled the traffic stop as the driver 
of the Volkswagen fled and continued at a high rate of speed through the intersection of 
US 1 and Michigan Avenue, Cocoa, by utilizing the marked bicycle path on the roadway 
to pass other vehicles traveling the same direction. The traffic light was green at this time.    
  
This concluded the video recording of Deputy Dominguez’s attempted traffic stop. A copy 
of this video recording is included as an enclosure to this report 
 
On November 13, 2020, Agent Mary Adams obtained video recording evidence from FTO 
Jafet Santiago-Miranda’s agency assigned Ford Explorer (unit #91727). 
 
The following is a summarization of the recovered video recording: 
 

Video Surveillance 
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At 10:32 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda’s patrol vehicle traveled west behind Deputy 
Carson Hendren’s patrol vehicle on Dixon Boulevard.  Both vehicles turned north onto 
College Avenue.  At 10:32:15 a.m., Deputy Hendren turned west off of College Avenue 
onto Exeter Drive and FTO Santiago-Miranda continued north on College Avenue until 
reaching Ivy Drive, at which time he turned west onto Ivy Drive (10:32:27 a.m.).  
Immediately, a gray four door Volkswagen is observed at the intersection of Exeter Drive 
and Ivy Drive.  At 10:32:33 a.m., the Volkswagen turned west onto Ivy Drive, followed by 
Deputy Hendren.  FTO Santiago-Miranda followed behind Deputy Hendren.  All three 
vehicles come to a complete stop at the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South.  
At 10:32:49 a.m., the Volkswagen turned south onto Stetson Drive South and immediately 
turned into the first driveway on the west side of the road.  At 10:32:55 a.m., Deputy 
Hendren turned south onto Stetson Drive South and stopped short of the aforementioned 
driveway on the west side of the roadway, where she immediately exited her vehicle and 
drew her firearm.  At 10:33 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda pulled up to the east side of 
Deputy Hendren’s vehicle, initiated his emergency lights and the Volkswagen’s reverse 
lights came on.  The driver, later identified as Angelo Crooms, immediately backed up 
into the roadway of Stetson Drive South.  FTO Santiago-Miranda stopped his vehicle just 
short of the driveway, east of Deputy Hendren’s vehicle.  FTO Santiago-Miranda quickly 
exited his vehicle and drew his firearm. The Volkswagen continued in a reverse motion 
until the front of the Volkswagen faced the front of Deputy Hendren’s and FTO Santiago-
Miranda’s vehicles.   
 
At 10:33:05 a.m., Deputy Hendren repositioned herself around the rear of her vehicle to 
the passenger side. FTO Santiago-Miranda can be heard instructing the driver to stop the 
vehicle five times as the vehicle began to travel forward.  Upon the fifth verbal command 
to stop the vehicle given at 10:33:13 a.m., the Volkswagen stopped.  At 10:33:15 a.m., 
FTO Santiago-Miranda requested “10-33” over his radio and is seen in the camera with 
his firearm drawn and pointed in the direction of the Volkswagen. The Volkswagen 
stopped for approximately four (4) seconds, before the driver reversed again, at which 
time, FTO Santiago-Miranda again gave loud, verbal commands for the driver to stop the 
vehicle.   At 10:33:18 a.m., the driver, Crooms, turned the Volkswagen’s wheels sharply 
to the right and it accelerated directly toward FTO Santiago-Miranda.  The in-car video 
shows FTO Santiago-Miranda positioned to the left of his vehicle giving verbal commands 
before he fires his duty issued handgun toward the driver of the vehicle. FTO Santiago-
Miranda’s initial gunshots can be seen striking the front windshield of the vehicle as it 
accelerates toward him. FTO Santiago-Miranda and the vehicle then go off camera. A 
total of ten (10) gunshots are heard as the vehicle traveled out of the sight of the camera 
(determined later by crime scene investigators to be the time the vehicle traveled east 
until it crashed into the west wall of 1301 Stetson Drive South).  The first gunshot is at 
10:33:19 a.m., and the last is at 10:33:21 a.m.  At 10:33:25 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda 
is heard stating, “Shots fired, shots fired.” The vehicle came to a complete stop when it 
crashed into a residential structure on the east side of Stetson Drive South (identified as 
1301 Stetson Drive South), with its front wheels still spinning.       
 
At 10:33:22 a.m., Deputy Hendren moved around the front of her vehicle with her firearm 
drawn towards the vehicle and appeared to be using her radio microphone on her chest 
before she quickly repositioned back to the passenger side of her vehicle.  
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An unknown female (later identified as Cynthia Green) is heard in the background stating 
multiple times, “My baby is in that car; my baby is in there.”  At 10:33:27 a.m., FTO 
Santiago-Miranda is heard stating “stop” three times. At 10:33:35 a.m., Deputy Hendren 
moved her position to the front of her vehicle again and walked towards the driveway of 
1301 Stetson Drive South with her firearm drawn.  Deputy Hendren stopped just in front 
of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s vehicle. 
 
At 10:33:41 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda stated, “Get out of the car slowly,” followed by, 
“Passenger, stay in the vehicle.”  At 10:33:50 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda is then heard 
sporadically giving the following verbal commands: “Get out of here now, get out of here 
now, stay over there, get over there, get over there, stay on that side and stay in the 
vehicle.”  (It was later determined that FTO Santiago-Miranda was giving these verbal 
commands to Sincere Pierce’s grandmother, Ms. Cynthia Green, who was standing just 
several feet northeast of his position.)  As these commands are heard, an unknown 
female is heard screaming in the background; however, her statements are inaudible.   
 
At 10:34:19 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda gave verbal commands to the vehicle occupants 
to turn off the vehicle.  At 10:34:51 a.m., FTO Miranda Santiago advised the BCSO 
Communications Center there were three occupants in the vehicle; one on the rear 
passenger side (Sincere Pierce), one in the front passenger side (Jaquan Marice 
Kimbrough-Rucker) and a driver (Angelo Crooms).  He advised his location was “Stetson 
and Ivy.”  During this time, Deputy Hendren took a position on the front passenger side 
of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s patrol vehicle. 
 
At 10:35:46 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda then provided verbal commands to Mr. 
Kimbrough-Rucker, who requested to step out of the vehicle.  FTO Santiago-Miranda 
instructed Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to listen only to him, use his left hand to open the vehicle 
door, step out with hands in the air, face the house and walk back to the sound of his 
voice.  At 10:36:18 a.m., Deputy Hendren assumed verbal commands as FTO Santiago-
Miranda took a position on the passenger side of his vehicle, southwest of Deputy 
Hendren.  At 10:36:54 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda assumed verbal commands again 
until Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker was approximately three feet in front of FTO Santiago-
Miranda.  Deputy Hendren moved out of sight of the camera at that time.  At 10:37:25 
a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda instructed Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker to get on his knees.  At 
10:37:38 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda handcuffed Mr. Kimbrough-Rucker, searched him 
and was then heard placing him into the back of his patrol vehicle.   
 
At 10:38:29 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda took a position back at the front passenger side 
of his vehicle.  At 10:38:59 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda utilized his key fob attached to 
his duty belt to unlock his vehicle, as he stated, “go to my trunk.”  At 10:39:08 a.m., FTO 
Santiago-Miranda advised over his shoulder microphone attached to his handheld radio 
that Deputy Dominguez was retrieving his shield and he and Deputy Hendren would be 
making an approach from the north side.   
 
At 10:39:45 a.m., FTO Santiago-Miranda was observed walking east bound in the 
direction of the 1301 Stetson Drive South, where the Volkswagen was positioned.  FTO 
Santiago-Miranda is no longer observed on the video until being walked to Deputy 
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Hendren’s vehicle by Deputy Christina Jenkins (10:42:24 a.m.); however, the Automated 
External Defibrillator (AED) was heard (10:41:36 a.m.) as Deputy Hendren and FTO 
Santiago-Miranda rendered aid.  Additionally, at 10:42:11 a.m., Deputy Hendren is heard 
stating, “He had a gun.”  At 10:43:08 a.m., Deputy Hendren is observed walking to her 
patrol vehicle.   
 
All timestamps documented in the aforementioned summary were obtained from FTO 
Santiago-Miranda’s in-car camera video recording. 
 
This concluded the video recording of FTO Santiago-Miranda and Deputy Hendren’s 
involvement in this incident. A copy of this video recording is included as an enclosure to 
this report. 
 
I obtained the video recording evidence from Cocoa Police Department (CPD) that was 
captured by FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin’s body-worn camera. 
 
The following is a summarization of the recovered video recording: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:41 a.m., CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin and 
Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara, arrived just east of the intersection of Ivy Drive and 
Stetson Drive South, Cocoa.  At 10:41:54 a.m., CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin retrieved a 
green bag (later identified as a bag that contained first aid supplies) and instructed Officer 
Trainee McNamara to retrieve the rifle.  CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin ran to 1301 Stetson 
Drive South and immediately directed Officer Trainee McNamara to maintain the crowd 
seen gathering along Ivy Drive, just north of the crime scene.  As FTO Hernandez-Martin 
approached Sincere Pierce (10:42:15 a.m.), who was lying in a prone position on the 
ground, Deputy Christina Jenkins is observed walking FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda 
backwards towards Deputy Carson Hendren and FTO Santiago-Miranda’s patrol 
vehicles.  Deputy Hendren is observed moving away from Pierce as the AED is heard 
providing instructions. 
 
At 10:42:21 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin put gloves on and checked for a carotid pulse 
on Pierce.  At 10:42:38 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin stated, “I have no pulse.”  FTO 
Hernandez-Martin immediately began administering chest compressions to Pierce.  At 
10:42:45 a.m., Deputy Hendren appeared back on the camera and pointed to right side 
waistline of Pierce’s pants and told FTO Hernandez-Martin there was a gun in there.  He 
directed Deputy Hendren to return to her vehicle and remain there.  FTO Hernandez-
Martin continued chest compressions on Pierce as the AED instructed until relieved by 
Cocoa Fire Rescue (CFR). 
 
Upon CFR’s arrival at 10:47:05 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin showed them a suspected 
gunshot wound Pierce sustained to the right side of his neck.  At 10:47:28 a.m., Officer 
Trainee McNamara and FTO Hernandez-Martin worked together to remove the firearm 
located in Pierce’s pants, which was under the right side of his waistband.  After BCSO 
Sergeant Carl Sangeleer photographed the firearm in its place at 10:49:47 a.m., FTO 
Hernandez-Martin rendered the firearm safe by clearing the cartridge from the chamber 
and removing the magazine.  At 10:52:23 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin transferred 
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custody of the firearm, cartridge and magazine to Sergeant Sangeleer. CPD FTO 
Hernandez-Martin continued to assist with crowd control for the remainder of the video 
recording. 
 
All timestamps documented in the aforementioned summary were obtained from CPD 
FTO Hernandez-Martin’s body-worn camera video recording. 
 
This concluded the CPD FTO Hernandez-Martin’s video recording from his body-worn 
camera.  A copy of this video recording is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 
I obtained video recording evidence from Cocoa Police Department (CPD) that was 
captured by Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara’s body-worn camera. 
 
The following is a summarization of the recovered video recording: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:41 a.m., CPD FTO Luis Hernandez-Martin 
and Officer Trainee Kyle McNamara, arrived just east of the intersection of Ivy Drive and 
Stetson Drive South, Cocoa.  At 10:41:54 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin retrieved a green 
bag (later identified as a bag that contained first aid supplies) and instructed Officer 
Trainee McNamara to retrieve the rifle; therefore, he did. 
 
Officer Trainee McNamara ran to 1301 Stetson Drive South and was directed by FTO 
Hernandez-Martin to maintain the crowd seen gathering along Ivy Drive, just north of the 
crime scene.  Officer Trainee McNamara stood on the south side of Ivy Drive, facing north.  
 
At 10:43 a.m., FTO Hernandez-Martin yelled to Officer Trainee McNamara and instructed 
him to stay with Deputy Carson Hendren.  Officer Trainee McNamara walked to the 
southeast side of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South, where Deputy 
Hendren was observed standing next to her patrol vehicle with Deputy Christina Jenkins.  
FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda was seated in the driver’s seat of Deputy Hendren’s patrol 
vehicle with the door open.  Officer Trainee McNamara told Deputy Hendren to come to 
him.  As Deputy Hendren walked over to him, Deputy Christina Jenkins instructed Deputy 
Hendren to come back over to where she was.  Deputy Hendren stated to Officer Trainee 
McNamara “You’re good, I’m fine, just go” as she walked back to her patrol vehicle. 
 
Officer Trainee McNamara walked over to Officer Chris Zuniga, who was standing on the 
northeast corner of the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South with Crime Scene 
Tape in his hands.  Officer Trainee McNamara stated, “He started CPR.”  (Officer Trainee 
McNamara was referring to FTO Hernandez-Martin)  A female (later identified as Cynthia 
Green) yelled, “That’s my baby, that’s my grandson.”  Officer Trainee McNamara said, 
“Ma’am, you need to stay back.”  Ms. Green was standing on the north side of Ivy Street 
and being pulled backwards by her left arm, by an unknown female.  Ms. Green stated 
multiple times, “Y’all some bastard mother fuckers.”     
 
At 10:44 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara walked to CPD Officer Zuniga’s vehicle, unit 
#93, which was parked on the south side of Ivy Drive, east of Stetson Drive South and 
west of Exeter Drive, where he secured FTO Hernandez-Martin’s rifle in the trunk.  At 
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10:46 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara was standing on Ivy Drive, within several feet of 
Officer Zuniga’s vehicle, as Cocoa Fire Rescue personnel approached his location.  
Officer Trainee McNamara stated to them, “Hey, we got two victims.”   
 
At 10:46 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara walked to FTO Hernandez-Martin’s location in 
the front yard of 1301 Stetson Drive South.  FTO Hernandez-Martin was administering 
chest compressions to Sincere Pierce.  FTO Hernandez-Martin informed Officer Trainee 
McNamara of a firearm in Pierce’s pants and requested his assistance with finding its 
exact location.  Officer Trainee McNamara put his gloves on, patted the exterior of the 
right side of Pierce’s pants near the pocket and stated, “Gun right here.”   
 
CFR Firefighter EMT Morgan Taylor arrived at their location and FTO Hernandez-Martin 
informed her there was a gun in Pierce’s pocket that needed to be removed.  Officer 
Trainee McNamara then assisted FTO Hernandez-Martin with cutting Pierce’s pants off 
to retrieve the firearm.  BCSO Sergeant Carl Sangeleer photographed the firearm in its 
place.  After FTO Hernandez-Martin removed the firearm from the right side of Pierce’s 
underwear and rendered it safe, Officer Trainee McNamara assisted with extending the 
outer crime scene perimeter with additional crime scene tape.  He tied the tape to a tree 
on the north side of Ivy Drive and extended it north approximately 70 feet and secured 
the tape to a power pole.   
 
At 10:57 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara moved FTO Hernandez-Martin’s patrol vehicle 
to a grassy area south of Ivy Drive, east of Stetson Drive South and west of Exeter Drive, 
to allow room for Fire Rescue vehicles to move closer.  
 
At 11:01 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara removed FTO Hernandez-Martin’s rifle from 
Officer Zuniga’s trunk and then secured it in FTO Hernandez-Martin’s trunk.   
 
At 11:02 a.m., Officer Trainee McNamara returned to the north side of Ivy Drive, just east 
of Stetson Drive South and assisted with scene security.      
 
This concluded CPD Officer Trainee McNamara’s video recording from his body-worn 
camera.  A copy of this video recording is included as an enclosure to this report.  
 
Video recording from the RING doorbell camera on Ms. Cynthia Green’s residence, 
located at 1925 Exeter Drive, Cocoa, was obtained by Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement Special Agent Lisa Gundrum, who provided a copy to the Brevard County 
Sheriff’s Office.   
 
The following is a summarization of the recovered video recording: 
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 10:31 a.m. (RING camera documented time), 
Sincere Pierce is observed standing outside of 1925 Exeter Drive, Cocoa.  Ms. Green 
exited her residence and walked to a gray Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV) parked in the 
driveway.  Ms. Green entered the driver’s seat of the SUV as Pierce walked to the end of 
the driveway. Within seconds, a gray four door compact vehicle (later determined to be a 
gray Volkswagen) stopped on Exeter Drive, near Ms. Green’s driveway, and Pierce 
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entered the rear passenger seat behind the driver.  As the gray Volkswagen pulled away 
and traveled north on Exeter Drive, Ms. Green is seen as she backs out of her driveway. 
 
This concluded the video recording obtained from 1325 Exeter Drive, Cocoa.  A copy of 
this video recording is included as an enclosure to this report.  
 

 
In review of BCSO Policy/Procedure 600.07I, Response to Resistance – Use of Force, 
The level of force applied must be objectively reasonable based on the totality of 
circumstances (articulable facts) surrounding the immediate situation. Response levels 
shall be in compliance with BCSO Policy and Procedure 500.76. 
 
In review of BCSO Policy/Procedure 500.76, Response to Resistance, Guidelines are 
established for all sworn personnel concerning response to resistance, reflecting agency 
philosophy and established Florida Department of Law Enforcement Standards. A deputy 
sheriff is expected to select effective, reasonable and legal force options in a verbal or 
physical encounter. 
 
Documents reviewed in the Document Management System (PowerDMS) for BCSO 
deputy review relating to Use of Force training and awareness: BCSO Annual Training 
2020 Use of Force; Physiological Response to Use-of-Force; 500.76 Response to 
Resistance. 
 
A copy of each document is provided as an enclosure.   
 
 
 
 
 

FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda’s Training Records Review 
 
On December 2, 2020, I contacted the BCSO Accreditation Office and requested the 
PowerDMS Records for FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda.  In response to the request, 
Administrative Services Accreditation Support Specialist Joy Teague provided FTO 
Miranda-Santiago’s PowerDMS Records.  The records indicated FTO Miranda-Santiago 
was current regarding his review of agency policy concerning Use of Force, Response to 
Resistance and Firearms.  
 
Training Coordinator Diane Giordano also provided me with FTO Santiago-Miranda’s 
most recent weapons qualification records, prior to November 13, 2020.  The record 
reflected FTO Santiago-Miranda qualified with his agency issued  

) on February 17, 2020. 
 

BCSO Use of Force Training Materials 

BCSO Training Records Review 
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BCSO Staff Services Unit was contacted and was requested to provide copies of any Use 
of Force Incident Reports in which FTO Santiago-Miranda was reported to have 
discharged his agency issued firearm in the performance of his duties.  In response to 
this request, Staff Services Staff Assistant Jamie Benell stated FTO Santiago-Miranda 
had no Use of Force incidents that documented him discharging his firearm in 
performance of his official duties. 
 

Deputy Carson Hendren’s Training Records Review 
 

On December 2, 2020, I contacted the BCSO Accreditation Office and requested the 
PowerDMS Records for Deputy Carson Hendren.  In response to the request, 
Accreditation Administrative Services Support Specialist Joy Teague provided Deputy 
Hendren’s PowerDMS Records.  The records indicated Deputy Hendren was current 
regarding her review of agency policy concerning Use of Force, Response to Resistance 
and Firearms.  
 
Training Coordinator Diane Giordano also provided me with Deputy Hendren’s most 
recent weapons qualification records, prior to November 13, 2020.  The record reflected 
Deputy Hendren qualified with her agency issued ) 
on February 18, 2020. 
 
BCSO Staff Services Unit was contacted and was requested to provide copies of any Use 
of Force Incident Reports in which Deputy Hendren was reported to have discharged her 
agency issued firearm in the performance of her duties.  In response to this request, Staff 
Services Staff Assistant Jamie Benell stated Deputy Hendren had no Use of Force 
incidents that documented her discharging her firearm in performance of her official 
duties.  
 
 
 
 
On Wednesday, November 18, 2020  at approximately 9:00 a.m , BCSO Crime Scene 
Investigators (CSI) Faith Adkins and Jenna Gardner, Florida Department of Law 
Enforcement (FDLE) Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and I (BCSO Agent Carmen Minthorn) 
attended Sincere Pierce’s autopsy, BCMEO case number: 2020-0972, at District 18 
Medical Examiner’s Office (BCMEO), located at 1750 Cedar Street, Rockledge, Brevard 
County, Florida.  Pierce’s autopsy was completed by BCMEO Chief Medical Examiner 
Doctor Sajid Qaiser.  
 
CSI Adkins witnessed Doctor Qaiser remove the seal from Pierce’s body bag, seal 
number: 30875.  During the post-mortem examination, I noted one injury to the area of 
the decedent’s right collar bone.  A jacketed bullet was removed from the decedent’s right 
chest cavity by Doctor Qaiser and turned over to CSI Adkins. 
 
Items of evidence that were collected from the BCMEO were documented on property 
receipts as follows: 
 

District 18 Medical Examiner’s Office – Autopsy Evidence Collection 

 

WatchGuard Came a S stemDis ic  18 Medical E ami er’s Offic  – A to sy 

E iden e ol ction 
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ME1: One (1) black sock 
ME2: One (1) blue sock 
ME3: One (1) gray boxers 
ME4: One (1) FTA card- Sincere Pierce 
ME5: One (1) right fingernail clippings 
ME6: One (1) left fingernail clippings 
ME7: One (1) head hair from left, right, and center w/tweezers 
ME8: One (1) right and left hand bags 
ME9: One (1) blotting paper from GSW, right Ant. side base of neck 
ME10: Four (4) right hand swabs 
ME11: Four (4) right forearm swabs 
ME12: Four (4) left hand swabs 
ME13: Four (4) left forearm swabs 
ME14: Four (4) facial swabs 
ME15: Four (4) chest swabs 
ME16: One (1) jacketed bullet free in right chest 
ME17: One (1) major case prints- Sincere Pierce 
 
On Wednesday, November 18, 2020, at approximately 12:30 p.m., BCSO CSI’s Adkins 
and Gardner, FDLE Special Agent Lisa Gundrum and I attended Angelo Crooms’ 
autopsy, BCMEO case number: 2020-0974, at District 18 Medical Examiner’s Office 
(BCMEO), located at 1750 Cedar Street, Rockledge, Brevard County, Florida.  Crooms’ 
autopsy was completed by BCMEO Chief Medical Examiner Doctor Sajid Qaiser.  
 
CSI Adkins witnessed Doctor Qaiser remove the seal from Crooms’ body bag, seal 
number: 30876.  During the post-mortem examination, I noted two injuries to the 
decedent; one to his left shoulder and one to the left side of his head, just above his left 
ear.  Two jacketed bullets were removed from the decedent by Doctor Qaiser and turned 
over to CSI Adkins; one from the decedent’s brain and one from under the skin of his left 
posterior neck. 
 
Items of evidence that were collected from the BCMEO were documented on property 
receipts as follows: 
 
ME18: One (1) FTA card- Angelo Crooms  
ME19: One (1) right fingernail clippings 
ME20: One (1) left fingernail clippings w/clippers 
ME21: One (1) head hair from left, right, and center w/tweezers 
ME22: One (1) right and left hand bags 
ME23: One (1) blotting paper from GSW left lat. upper back 
ME24: One (1) blotting paper from GSW left shoulder 
ME25: One (1) blotting paper from GSW top of head 
ME26: Four (4) right hand swabs 
ME27: Four (4) right forearm swabs 
ME28: Four (4) left hand swabs 
ME29: Four (4) left forearm swabs 
ME30: Four (4) facial swabs 
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ME31: Four (4) chest swabs 
ME32: One (1) hair from GSW top of head 
ME33: One (1) jacketed bullet from brain 
ME34: One (1) jacketed bullet from under skin of left posterior neck 
ME35: One (1) major case prints- Angelo Crooms 
 
All items of evidence from the BCMEO were transported to, and secured within, the BCSO 
CIS Building. 
 
Refer to CSI Adkins’, CSI Gardner, CSI Haas, CSI Kroom, CSI Miranda and CSI 
Schneider’s supplemental crime scene reports, digital photographs and FARO DVD for a 
detailed account of each of their actions.  
 
Doctor Qaiser’s completed autopsy reports, as well as the toxicology reports for Angelo 
Crooms and Sincere Pierce will be provided to FDLE Special Agent Gundrum upon their 
completion.   
 
 
 
 
The Brevard County Sheriff’s Office currently utilizes in-car video systems manufactured 
by WatchGuard and Digital Ally. 
 
The WatchGuard in-car video camera is a ruggedized, highly-extendible system that 
coordinates with a body-worn microphone and wirelessly uploads to a system designated 
by each individual agency.  The in-car video system is a high-quality steerable camera 
with a high definition wide-view panoramic video camera.  Together, the in-car video and 
WIFI-enabled body microphone capture video and audio from multiple vantage points and 
automatically synchronize for future playback.  Recordings not only upload wirelessly to 
a system of the agency’s choice, but are also stored in an internal drive.  The camera 
system is enabled to capture video prior to the camera being turned on.  The amount of 
time that will be recorded prior to the initiating of the camera is determined by the 
individual agency.   
 
The camera is designed to turn on automatically upon several different triggers which are 
configured by each individual agency. (Examples of these triggers are: initiating 
emergency lights, speed, impact and self-initiation of the body-worn microphone.) The 
body-worn microphone acts as a Bluetooth device and connects to the in-car video 
system.  There is minimal delay of recorded sound while the microphone pairs with the 
in-car video system due to system trying to multitask by grabbing the video simultaneous 
to trying to pair the microphone.    
 
The specifications of this camera system are as follows: 
 
 
Resolution Primary: 1280x720 (HD) Panoramic: 1280x240 (HD) 

Brevard County Sheriff’s Office In-Car Camera Systems 

 

Investigative SummaryWat hGuard Camera System 
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Image Sensor/Type 
Dual Exposure Progressive Scan CMOS Ultra-Wide 

Dynamic Range 

Viewing Angle Primary HD Camera: 68° 

Operating Conditions -20°C to 85°C 

Primary Camera Aspect 

Ratio 
16:9 Wide screen aspect ratio 

Panoramic Camera Aspect 

Ratio 
16:3 Ultra-wide screen aspect ratio 

Specifically, FTO Jafet Santiago-Miranda’s in-car video system was set to capture 60 
seconds prior to the camera being activated.  On November 13, 2020, at 10:33 a.m., FTO 
Jafet Santiago-Miranda initiated his emergency lights, which activated the in-car camera 
system.  There was approximately a six (6) second delay from when FTO Santiago-
Miranda initiated his emergency lights to when the body-worn microphone paired with the 
in-car video system.   
 
On November 13, 2020, at approximately 12:30 p.m., Agent Mary Adams responded to 
the intersection of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South and recovered the USB flash drive 
located in the locked WatchGuard video recording device of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s 
marked BCSO Ford Explorer (Unit #91727), which contained a video recording of the 
interaction.  Agent Adams entered the flash drive into evidence at BCSO Criminal 
Investigative Services (CIS), located at 340 Gus Hipp Boulevard, Rockledge, as evidence 
item MA2.  
 
On November 19, 2020, at approximately 4:30 p.m., Agent Adams responded to BCSO 
West Precinct, located at 2725 Judge Fran Jamieson Way, Melbourne, Brevard County, 
Florida, and retrieved the Watch Guard video system from within the electronic control 
box of FTO Santiago-Miranda’s marked BCSO Ford Explorer. Agent Adams entered the 
in-car video recording system into evidence at BCSO CIS as evidence item VR1. 
 
The Digital Ally in-car video camera is a system that coordinates with a body-worn 
microphone for up to 1000 feet.  The system is designed to wirelessly upload recordings 
to the VuVault system if in a location designated by the individual agency and also to 
record to an SD card.  The microphone automatically begins recording upon activation of 
the camera.  The camera is designed to turn on upon initiation of the vehicle’s emergency 
lights, upon vehicle impact or manually turning it on. The amount of time that will be 
recorded prior to the initiating of the camera is determined by the individual agency. 
 
The following are the only two ways to retrieve the recordings captured by the Digital Ally 
in-car video recording system: 1) the vehicle must be within range of a designated location 
to upload wirelessly to the VuVault system, or 2) the SD card must be manually removed 
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and the recordings uploaded to VuVault from the SD card on a computer designed to do 
as such.   
 
Deputy Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford Interceptor (Unit #2621) was outfitted with the 
Digital Ally in-car video recording system, which does not continuously record and does 
not contain a hard drive.  Specifically, Deputy Carson Hendren’s in-car video system was 
set to capture 30 seconds prior to the camera being activated.  Since Deputy Hendren 
did not trigger the activation of her camera, the camera did not turn on.   
   
On November 13, 2020, at 12:30 p.m., Agent Mary Adams responded to the intersection 
of Ivy Drive and Stetson Drive South and recovered the SD card from the camera inside 
of Deputy Hendren’s marked BCSO Ford Interceptor (Unit #2621).  Agent Adams 
reviewed the SD card, which revealed there was no video recording of this incident.  Agent 
Adams then placed the SD card into evidence at BCSO CIS as evidence item MA1. 
 
At the time of this investigation, Agent Adams was assigned to the Brevard County 
Sheriff’s Office Digital Forensics Unit as a Certified Digital Forensic Examiner.  The 
process of collecting the video evidence stated above was further detailed in her 
supplement, which is included as an enclosure to this report. 
 
 
 
 
At the time of this interaction additional investigative efforts revealed that on September 
29, 2020, Angelo Crooms was placed on probation for the offenses of carrying a 
concealed weapon and battery (court case number: 052019CJ757). On October 21, 
2020, Angelo Crooms was reported missing by his mother, Ms. Tasha Strachan, after he 
did not return home upon his curfew of 7:00 p.m., which was in direct violation of terms 
and conditions of his probation.  Upon violating his probation, a TICO (Take Into Custody 
Order) for Crooms was issued. The TICO for Crooms was active at the time of this 
incident.  Furthermore, Angelo Crooms did not have a valid driver’s license.   
 
On October 12, 2020, a TICO was issued for Sincere Pierce after he failed to appear at 
a court hearing (court case number: 052019CJ1429) for the offense of burglary of an 
unoccupied conveyance. The TICO for Pierce was active at the time of this incident.   
 
Two firearms were recovered from the crime scene, one from Sincere Pierce’s waistband 
and one from under the vehicle in the immediate area of Jaquan Marice Kimbrough-
Rucker’s position.   
 
During an interview with Angelo Crooms’ girlfriend (Brooke Cooper), she stated that it 
was common for Angelo Crooms and Sincere Pierce to carry firearms and knives on their 
persons. Her statement can further be corroborated by numerous social media pictures 
and video recordings (preserved as evidentiary) posted by Angelo Crooms and Sincere 
Pierce depicting them displaying various firearms, often while traveling in vehicles 
throughout Brevard County (for additional information regarding these social media posts, 
refer to BCSO Agent Keaton Mauldin’s supplemental report). 

Additional Investigative Efforts 

 

Enclosure In estiga ive umm ry 
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VIII.  Agent Cummins’ Supplemental Report 
IX.      Agent Grimes’ Supplemental Report 
X.      Agent Straight’s Supplemental Report 
XI.      Agent Reynolds’s Supplemental Report 
XII.  Deputy Ezra Dominguez Case Report 
XIII.  Deputy Holloman’s Supplemental Report 
XIV.  Deputy Jenkins’ Supplemental Report 
XV.  Deputy Vila’s Supplemental Report 
XVI.  Agent Mary Adam’s Supplemental Report 
XVII.  Agent Keaton Mauldin’s Supplemental Report 
XVIII.  CSI Schneider’s Supplemental Crime Scene Package  

A. Crime Scene Log (3 pages) 
B. CPD Crime Scene Log (1 page) 
C. BCSO Property Receipts (8 pages) 
D. BCSO Vehicle Impound Sheet (1 page) 
E. ATF eTrace Submission Form (2 pages) 
F. BCSO Reimbursement of Investigative Costs Affidavit (2 page) 
G. Digital Images (DVD) 
H. Copy of Calibration Certificate for FARO Scanner (1 page) 

XIX.  CSI Adkins’ Supplemental Report 
A. BCSO Property receipts (7 pages) 
B. BCMEO Property Receipts (5 pages) 
C. BCSO Reimbursement of Investigative Costs Affidavit (1 page) 
D. Digital Images (DVD) 

XX.  CSI Gardner’s Supplemental Report 
A. BCSO Property receipts (2 pages) 
B. One copy of Calibration Certificate for FARO (1 page) 
C. BCSO Reimbursement of Investigative Costs Affidavit (1 page) 
D. Site Diagram 

XXI. CSI Haas’ Supplemental Report  
A. Property Receipt (1 page) 
B. Map 
C. BCSO Reimbursement of Investigative Costs Affidavit (1 page) 

XXII. CSI Kroom’s Supplemental Report 
XXIII. CSI Miranda’s Supplemental Report 

A. Property receipts (3 pages) 
B. BCSO Reimbursement of Investigative Costs Affidavit (1 page) 
C. Digital Images (DVD)  

XXIV.  Thumb drive containing the following digital enclosures: 
A.  911 Audio for the call for service (stolen vehicle) 
B.  BCSO Radio Traffic (2020-00395879)  
C.  CPD Radio traffic (2020-46777) 
D.  CPD Body Cameras 
E.  BCSO in-car videos (Dominguez & Santiago-Miranda) 
F.  Ring Camera Video 
G.  Cell phone video taken from 1301 Stetson Drive South 
H.  FARO  
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I.  Photographs of Volkswagen that fled from Dominguez 
J.  Agent Minthorn’s Interviews 

1. Sworn audio interview with CPD FTO Luis Hernandez 
Martin 

2. Sworn audio interview with CPD Officer Trainee Kyle 
McNamara 

3. Sworn audio interview with Deputy Ezra Dominguez 
4. Sworn audio interview with BCFR Lt. Fire-medic  

Scott Roberts 
5. Sworn audio interview with BCFR Fire-medic Bradley 

Hayes 
6. Sworn audio interview with BCFR Lt. Fire-medic with 

Laddie Rutkowski 
K.  Agent Cummins’ Interview 

1. Sworn audio interview with Leon Newsome 
L.  Agent Grimes’ Interviews 

1. Sworn audio interview with Brooke Cooper 
2. Sworn audio interview with Connie Conners 
3. Sworn audio interview with Shonna & Teresa 

Wickens, Terri Hancock 
4. Sworn audio interview with Leon Newsome 
5. Sworn audio interview with Deputy Christina Jenkins 
6. Sworn audio interview with FTO Jason Holloman 
7. Sworn audio interview with Reserve Deputy Paul 

Ring 
8. Sworn audio interview with Sergeant Carl Sangeleer 
9. Sworn audio interview with CFR EMT Morgan Taylor 

10. Sworn audio interview with CFR Paramedic Matt 
Houyouse 

11. Sworn audio interview with CFR Lieutenant Edward 
Mohesky 

12. Sworn audio interview with CFR Lieutenant Kevin 
Mulligan 

13. Sworn audio interview with CFR District Chief Tom 
Redman 

M.  Agent Straight’s Interviews 
1. Sworn audio interview with Barbara Turner-Griffith 
2. Sworn audio interview with Denise Porter 
3. Sworn audio interview with Jeannette Guindon 
4. Sworn audio interview with Jeff Cordova 
5. Sworn audio interview with Sandra Dix 
6. Sworn audio interview with Sean & Jennifer McDonel 

N.  Agent Reynolds’ Interviews 
1. Sworn audio interview with Jaquan Kimbrough-

Rucker 
2. Sworn audio interview with Deputy Carson Hendren 
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XXV.   FTO Santiago-Miranda’s Training Records 

A.  Pistol Qualification  
B.  FTO Santiago-Miranda’s policy reviews 
C.  Use of force training module 
D. Policy/Procedure 500.76 Response to Resistance 
E. Policy/Procedure 500.77 Weapons   

XXVI.  Deputy Hendren’s Training Records 
A. Pistol Qualification  
B. Deputy Hendren’s policy reviews 
C. Use of force training module 
D. Policy/Procedure 500.76 Response to Resistance 
E. Policy/Procedure 500.77 Weapons         

XXVII. 2020 Use of Force Training  
A.  Physiological Response to Use of Force 
B.  Policy/Procedure 500.76 Response to Resistance 
C.  Policy/Procedure 600.07I (Response to Resistance) Use of Force 

XXVIII. AED Printout 
XXIX. Cocoa Police Department Officer Reports 
XXX. FDLE Laboratory Report dated February 01, 2021 

 




